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Abstract
This paper is the second in a series devoted to the study of periodic super-spin chains. In
our first paper [1], we have studied the symmetry algebra of the periodic gℓ(1|1) spin chain. In
technical terms, this spin chain is built out of the alternating product of the gℓ(1|1) fundamental
representation and its dual. The local energy densities – the nearest neighbor Heisenberg-like
couplings – provide a representation of the Jones–Temperley–Lieb (JTL) algebra JTLN . The
symmetry algebra is then the centralizer of JTLN , and turns out to be smaller than for the open
chain, since it is now only a subalgebra of Uqsℓ(2) at q = i – dubbed U
odd
q
sℓ(2) in [1]. A crucial step
in our associative algebraic approach to bulk logarithmic conformal field theory (LCFT) is then
the analysis of the spin chain as a bimodule over Uodd
q
sℓ(2) and JTLN . While our ultimate goal
is to use this bimodule to deduce properties of the LCFT in the continuum limit, its derivation is
sufficiently involved to be the sole subject of this paper. We describe representation theory of the
centralizer and then use it to find a decomposition of the periodic gℓ(1|1) spin chain over JTLN
for any even N and ultimately a corresponding bimodule structure. Applications of our results to
the analysis of the bulk LCFT will then be discussed in the third part of this series.
1 Introduction
The general philosophy of the lattice approach to LCFTs in the boundary case [2, 3] relies on the
analysis of microscopic models – typically spin chains built out of alternating representations of a
super Lie algebra such as gℓ(m|n), with a nearest neighbour “Heisenberg” coupling – as a bi-module
over two algebras. In physical terms, one of these algebras is generated by the local hamiltonian
densities, and the other is the “symmetry” commuting with these hamiltonian densities.
It is natural to try to extend this approach [3] to the bulk case, but considerable mathematical
difficulties are encountered in this endeavor. This is true even for the – a priori simplest – case of
gℓ(1|1), whose continuum limit is the ubiquitous symplectic fermion theory. The local hamiltonian
densities then provide a (non-faithful) representation of the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra JTLN .
Its centralizer ZJTL was studied in our previous paper [1], where we found that it is generated by
a subalgebra – dubbed Uoddq sℓ(2) – of Uqsℓ(2) at q = i (recall that the centralizer of the ordinary
Temperley–Lieb algebra in the open case is Uisℓ(2)) and two operators mapping to each other the
lowest and highest spin states. Concerning the representations of ZJTL , the essential part is contained
in the Uoddq sℓ(2), and we will sometimes abuse notations by calling U
odd
q sℓ(2) the centralizer of JTLN .
Note that in the scaling limit [1], the difference between the two objects becomes irrelevant. The next
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step in the program consists thus in decomposing the spin chain as a bimodule over this Uoddq sℓ(2) and
JTLN – a rather technical task we tackle in this paper, leaving the discussion of the (many) physical
implications to a sequel [4].
The plan of the paper is as follows. After preliminaries and reminders of various definitions in
Sec. 2, we explore the representation theory of the centralizer in Sec. 3. The representation theory
of the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra is then summarized in Sec. 4, largely based upon the seminal
work of Graham and Lehrer [5]. Section 5 is devoted to the spin-chain decomposition over JTLN .
Considerable attention is paid to the absence of the double-centralizing property (a familiar aspect
of the semi-simple case), and the ensuing technical complications for our analysis of the gℓ(1|1) spin-
chain. All these elements are put together in Sec. 6 where the bimodule structure is finally obtained for
the periodic model. The twisted model with antiperiodic boundary conditions is also decomposed as
a (now, semisimple) bimodule over two centralizing algebras in Sec. 6. A few conclusions are gathered
in Sec. 7.
1.1 Notations
To help the reader navigate through this long paper, we provide a (partial) list of notations:
TLN — the (ordinary) Temperley–Lieb algebra,
T aN — the periodic Temperley–Lieb algebra with the translation u, or the algebra of affine
diagrams,
JTLN (m) — the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra with parameter m,
JTLN — the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra at m = 0,
ZJTL — the centralizer of JTLN in the gℓ(1|1) spin chain,
πgℓ — the spin-chain representation of JTLN ,
ρgℓ — the spin-chain representation of the quantum group Uqsℓ(2),
E, F, K±1 — the standard quantum group generators,
e, f — the renormalized powers of the generators E and F,
X1,n — the simple Uisℓ(2)-modules,
P1,n — the projective Uisℓ(2)-modules,
Xn — the simple U
odd
i sℓ(2)- and ZJTL-modules
Tn — the indecomposable summands in the spin-chain decomposition over the centralizer ZJTL,
Wj — the standard modules over TLN ,
Pj — the projective modules over TLN ,
Lj,(−1)j+1 — the simple modules over JTLN for which we also use the notation (d
0
j ),
2
, ,
Figure 1: Examples of affine diagrams for N = 4, with the left and right sides of the framing rectangle
identified. The first diagram represents the generator e4, it has rank 2 as well as the second one. The
third diagram has rank 3.
Wj,(−1)j+1 — the standard modules over JTLN ,
Wj,e2iK — the standard modules over JTLN (m)
W0,q2 — the standard module over JTLN (m) for j = 0.
P̂j — the indecomposable summands in spin-chain decomposition over JTLN .
2 Preliminaries
2.1 The Temperley–Lieb algebras in the periodic case
The models we are interested in have transfer matrices (Hamiltonians) expressed in terms of Temperley–
Lieb generators. In the periodic case, several variants of this algebra can be considered, and it is useful
to start by going over a few definitions.
We begin with an algebra generated by the ej’s together with the identity, subject to the usual
relations
e2j = mej,
ejej±1ej = ej, (2.1)
ejek = ekej (j 6= k, k ± 1),
where j = 1, . . . , N ; m is a (real) parameter, and the indices are interpreted modulo N . This algebra
is a quotient of the affine Hecke algebra of A-type and denoted by TLaN in the work of Graham and
Lehrer [5, 6] whose definitions and notations we follow whenever possible. The algebra TLaN is also
known as the periodic Temperley–Lieb algebra [7, 8].
The ei’s can be interpreted in terms of particular diagrams on an annulus [7, 8, 5, 10, 12] (a
representation which is known to be faithful [9]). A general basis element in the space of diagrams
we will be interested in is obtained by taking N sites on the inner and N sites on the outer boundary
of the annulus; these sites are connected in pairs, and only configurations that can be represented
using lines inside the annulus without crossings are allowed. Diagrams related by an isotopy leaving
the labeled sites fixed are considered equivalent. We call such (equivalence classes of) diagrams affine
diagrams. Examples of affine diagrams are shown in Fig. 1, where we draw them in slightly different
geometry: we cut the annulus and transform it to a rectangle which we call framing so that the sites
labeled by ‘1’ are closest to the left and sites labeled by ‘N ’ are to the right sides of the rectangle.
Multiplication of two diagrams can be then defined by joining an inner to an outer annulus, and
removing the interior sites. Whenever a closed contractible loop is produced in this multiplication, it
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is replaced by a numerical factor m. This defines abstractly an associative algebra which we denote as
T aN (m). Note that the diagrams in this algebra allow winding of through-lines around the annulus any
integer number of times, and different windings result in independent algebra elements. Moreover, in
the ideal of zero through-lines, any number of non-contractible loops is allowed. The algebra T aN (m)
is thus infinite-dimensional.
The action of the ei generators in the diagram basis is well known [9]. Once in the sector with
N through-lines of the diagram algebra T aN , we consider the generators u and u
−1 of translations by
one site to the right and to the left, respectively. The following additional defining relations are then
obeyed,
ueju
−1 = ej+1,
u2eN−1 = e1 . . . eN−1,
(2.2)
and u±N is a central element. The algebra generated by the ei and u
±1 with the defining relations (2.1)
and (2.2) is isomorphic to T aN (m) and called the affine Temperley–Lieb algebra.
We call rank [5] (see also [10]) of an affine diagram the minimal number of intersections with the
left side of the framing rectangle, see examples shown in Fig. 1. The algebra TLaN introduced in (2.1)
is spanned by all affine diagrams of even-rank in sectors with number of through-lines less than N and
by the identity in the sector with N through-lines. Nothing is said at this stage about non contractible
loops and windings of through-lines, and the algebra TLaN is also infinite dimensional.
For the models we are interested in, with Hilbert spaces built out of (tensor products of) alternating
representations, N = 2L is even. Moreover, the pattern of representations forces one to consider
translations by an even number of sites only, i.e., restrict to powers of u2. This leads to a subalgebra
ON (m) ⊂ T aN (m) spanned by all affine diagrams of even rank1. Physical applications require actually
the consideration of further finite-dimensional quotients of the ON (m). The easiest way to define
such quotients is to consider a homomorphism ψ to the Brauer algebra [11]. Recall first that the
Brauer algebra is defined as the algebra of diagrams drawn inside a rectangle with lines connecting
two identical or opposite edges, say the bottom and the top ones, with N sites on each of them and
allowing any crossings, up to isotopy leaving the labeled sites fixed as usual. The homomorphism ψ
takes an even rank annular diagram and produces a rectangular diagram with crossings in the following
way: we first cut the annulus such that the diagram is now inside the framing rectangle defined above
and then we connect the point (of an arc or a through-line) on the left side with its corresponding
point on the right side of the rectangle. For example, we have
ψ−−−−→ (2.3)
where the right diagram is an element of the Brauer algebra. The image of ON (m) under the homo-
morphism ψ is thus a subalgebra of diagrams that can be drawn in the annulus without crossings (so
they might have crossings in the rectangle, as a subalgebra in the Brauer algebra) plus additional re-
lations [12]: (i) non contractible loops are replaced by the same numerical factor m as for contractible
1The algebra ON (m) can be alternatively described as an algebra of diagrams with orientable lines (such that the
arrows emanating from the even sites enter the odd sites on the inner boundary, and the reverse for the outer boundary),
modulo odd-rank diagrams in the ideal without through-lines.
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loops; (ii) uN = 1 (this allows one to “unwind” through-lines of the affine diagrams); (iii) non-isotopic
(in the annulus) diagrams connecting the same sites are identified. We call the finite-dimensional
image of ψ the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra JTLN (m) (actually used in [2]), and it is the object
we mostly want to study in this paper. This algebra was first introduced in [12] and called oriented
annular subalgebra in the Brauer algebra.
For further references, we gather all the mentioned algebras in the diagram
TLN TL
a
N T
a
N ON
ψ
JTLN (2.4)
where we also introduced the notation for the open Temperley–Lieb algebra TLN generated by ej,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1; the arrows →֒ denote embeddings of algebras while the doubled arrows denote
projections (surjective homomorphisms of algebras).
We will only be concerned in this paper with the case m = 0 for which the algebra JTL2L(m) is
non semi-simple; in the following we usually suppress all reference to m. We will also mostly restrict
to a specific “tensor product” representation - the alternating gℓ(1|1) spin chain.
2.2 The closed gℓ(1|1) super-spin chain
The closed gℓ(1|1) super-spin chain [2, 1] is a tensor product representation HN = ⊗Nj=1C2 of the
algebra JTLN (0), which consists of N = 2L tensorands labelled j = 1, . . . , 2L with the fundamental
representation of gℓ(1|1) on even sites and its dual on odd sites. The representation of each ej is given
by the operator mapping the product of two neighbour tensorands on the gℓ(1|1)-invariant
egℓj = (fj + fj+1)(f
†
j + f
†
j+1), 1 ≤ j ≤ 2L. (2.5)
Here we used a free fermion representation based on operators fj and f
†
j acting non-trivially only on
jth tensorand and obeying
{fj, fj′} = 0, {f †j , f †j′} = 0, {fj, f †j′} = (−1)jδjj′ , f2L+1 = f1, f †2L+1 = f †1 , (2.6)
where the minus sign for an odd j is due to presence of the dual representations of gℓ(1|1).
The generators egℓj satisfy the (periodic) Temperley–Lieb algebra relations (2.1) with m = 0,
and together with the generator u2 translating the periodic spin-chain by two sites j → j + 2, they
provide a representation of JTL2L(m = 0) which we denote by πgℓ : JTL2L(0) → EndC(HN ). The
representation πgℓ is known to be non-faithful [2].
The representation space H2L is equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉 such that 〈fjx, y〉 = 〈x, f †j y〉
for any x, y ∈ H2L. We stress that the inner product is indefinite because of the sign factors in the
relations (2.6). Then, the Hamiltonian operator
H = −
2L∑
j=1
egℓj , (2.7)
with the “hamiltonian densities” egℓj defined in (2.5), is self-adjoint H = H
† with respect to this inner
product (actually, each egℓj is a self-adjoint operator). Its eigenvalues are real and the eigenvectors are
computed in [1] using a relation with XX spin-chains. It was also shown that the Hamiltonian has
non-trivial Jordan cells (of rank-two).
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2.3 Centralizers and bimodules
As was mentioned in the introduction, an important step in our approach is to find a decomposition
of the spin-chain over the JTLN for any finite N . The representation πgℓ of JTLN is non-faithful and
there are thus no direct evident ways of getting the decomposition of the spin-chain, unlike in the open
case where one deals with a faithful representation of TLN . For example, the general theory [13] of
projective modules over a cellular algebra (which includes TLN (m) and JTLN (m) algebras) could be
applied in a faithful representation. In our non-faithful case, we need an indirect strategy, which uses
the symmetry algebra as discussed below. In turn, the use of this indirect strategy is made complicated
by the fact that we deal with the non semi-simple representation of an associative algebra. Our problem
is thus rather complicated.
In general, an important concept in lattice models is the full symmetry algebra which is technically
the centralizer of a “hamiltonian densities” algebra of the model. By the latter algebra we generally
mean any (representation of a) Hecke-type algebra – mostly TLN(m) for open spin-chains or JTLN (m)
for closed ones. We recall that, for an associative algebra A and its representation space H, the cen-
tralizer of A is an algebra ZA of the maximum dimension such that [ZA, A] = 0, i.e., the centralizer is
defined as ZA ∼= EndA(H) – the algebra of all endomorphisms on A-module H.
The representation theory of the centralizer ZA is usually much easier to study than the repre-
sentation theory of the “hamiltonian densities” algebra A. It is thus more reasonable to start with
a decomposition of spin-chains over ZA into indecomposable direct summands, which are in general
what are technically called tilting modules [14]. Note here that strictly speaking the tilting modules
are defined for a quasi-hereditary algebra, which is the case for the centralizers of the TL algebras,
and for JTL representations in closed alternating gℓ(n|m) spin chains only if n + m > 2. So for
the gℓ(1|1) closed case the “spin-chain modules” are not tilting, though we will sometimes still call
them “tilting”, abusing notations (the concept of tilting modules is very powerful and will be used for
studying gℓ(2|1) spin chains in forthcoming papers, see also [15] for a short review in the context of
boundary spin chains.)
The next step is to study all homomorphisms between the direct summands in the decomposition
to obtain the module structure over the “hamiltonian densities” algebra A. In particular, multiplicities
in front of tilting ZA-modules give the dimensions of simple A-modules, and the subquotient structure
of projective A-modules can be deduced from the one of the tilting ZA-modules, see [16]. As a result,
one gets a sequence of bi-modules HN over the two commuting algebras parametrized by the number
N of sites/tensorands in the spin-chain.
This approach however requires the double-centralizing property – that is, that the algebra A is
the centralizer of its centralizer ZA. This property, which holds in the semi-simple case, is not obvious
for non-semisimple representations of an associative algebra A, and in fact does not hold in our case.
Our problem is thus more complicated. While we first follow the general strategy by studying the
decomposition of the spin chain over ZA in section 3, the analysis of the decomposition of the spin
chain over JTLN (see section 5) requires some extra steps where we start by proposing a subquotient
structure for the spin chain JTLN modules, and then check consistency and uniqueness based on our
previous analysis of the centralizer.
As a simple example, the open gℓ(1|1) spin-chain exhibits a large symmetry algebra dubbed A1|1
in [2]. This algebra is the centralizer ZTL of TLN (0) and is generated by the identity and the five
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Figure 2: The structure of the open gℓ(1|1) spin-chain for N = 8 sites, as a representation of TLN ⊠
Uisℓ(2). Each node with a Cartesian coordinate (n, n
′) corresponds to the tensor product (d0n′)⊠X1,n+1,
see notations in Sec 3. Some nodes with Cartesian coordinates (n, n+1) occur twice and those nodes
have been separated slightly for clarity.
generators
F(1) =
∑
1≤j≤N
fj, F
†
(1) =
∑
1≤j≤N
f †j ,
F(2) =
∑
1≤j<j′≤N
fjfj′, F
†
(2)
=
∑
1≤j<j′≤N
f †j′f
†
j , N =
∑
1≤j≤N
(−1)jf †j fj.
We note that these formulas give just a representation of the quantum group Uqsℓ(2) for q = i. The
fermionic generators, with the index (1), are from the nilpotent part and the bosonic ones form the
sℓ(2) subalgebra in Uqsℓ(2) (see a precise correspondence below in (2.8) and (2.9).)
The decomposition of the open spin-chain as a bimodule over the pair (TLN ,A1|1) of mutual
centralizers is shown on Fig. 2 for N = 8 case (borrowed from [3]). Each node with a Cartesian
coordinate (n, n′) in the bimodule diagram corresponds to a simple subquotient (d0n′) ⊠ X1,n+1 over
the tensor product TLN ⊠Uisℓ(2) of associative algebras and arrows show the action of both algebras
– the Temperley–Lieb TLN acts in the vertical direction (preserving the coordinate n), while Uisℓ(2)
acts in the horizontal way. Indecomposable projective TLN -modules Pn′ (which are discussed below in
Sec. 5.2) can be recovered by ignoring all the horizontal arrows, while tilting Uisℓ(2)-modules P1,n+1
are obtained by ignoring all the vertical arrows of the bimodule diagram (these are also projective and
given in (3.2).) Having the decomposition over Uisℓ(2), we see that the subquotient structure of direct
summands over TLN is obtained by drawing arrows corresponding to all possible homomorphisms
between the tilting modules.
In the closed case, while the gℓ(1|1) symmetry generated by F(1), F †(1), and N remains, the “bosonic”
sℓ(2) generators F(2) and F
†
(2) do not commute with the action of JTLN (0). Instead, we have essentially
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only a “fermionic” subalgebra of A1|1 that generates the centralizer of JTLN (0). We next describe
in detail the centralizer of (the representation πgℓ of) JTLN obtained first in our previous paper [1]
where it is realized as a subalgebra of the quantum group Uqsℓ(2).
2.4 The centralizer of JTLN (0)
Recall first that the full quantum group Uqsℓ(2) with q = e
iπ/p and an integer p ≥ 2 is generated by
E, F, K±1, and e, f, h. The first three generators satisfy the standard quantum-group relations
KEK
−1 = q2E, KFK−1 = q−2F, [E,F] =
K− K
−1
q− q−1
,
with additional relations
E
p = Fp = 0, K2p = 1,
and the divided powers f ∼ Fp/[p]! and e ∼ Ep/[p]! satisfy the usual sℓ(2)-relations:
[h, e] = e, [h, f] = −f, [e, f] = 2h.
The full list of relations with comultiplication formulae are borrowed from [17] and listed in App. A
where we also give relations for the related quantum group generators S±, Sz and qS
z
more common
in spin chain literature. We will use in the text only the notation Sz which is proportional to h as
2h = Sz.
For applications to gℓ(1|1) spin-chains, we consider only the case p = 2 and set in what follows
q ≡ i. As a module over Uqsℓ(2), the spin chain HN is a tensor product of N copies of two-dimensional
irreducibe representations defined as E 7→ σ+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, F 7→ σ− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, K 7→ qσz =
(
q 0
0 −q
)
, and
e 7→ 0, f 7→ 0. Using the (N − 1)-folded comultiplications (A11), (A13), and (A14), we obtain the
representation ρgℓ : Uqsℓ(2)→ EndC(HN ) in terms of the operators fj and f †j defined in Sec. 2.2,
ρgℓ(h) =
1
2
N∑
j=1
(−1)jf †j fj − L2 , ρgℓ(e) = q
−1
∑
1≤j1<j2≤N
f †j1f
†
j2
, ρgℓ(f) = q
∑
1≤j1<j2≤N
fj1fj2, (2.8)
ρgℓ(K) = (−1)2ρgℓ(h), ρgℓ(E) =
N∑
j=1
f †j ρgℓ(K), ρgℓ(F) = q
−1
N∑
j=1
fj. (2.9)
Definition 2.4.1. We now introduce an associative algebra Uoddq sℓ(2), with q = i. The algebra
Uoddq sℓ(2) is generated by Fn, Em (n,m ∈ N ∪ {0}), K±1, and h with the following defining relations
KEmK
−1 = q2Em, KFnK
−1 = q−2Fn, K
4 = 1, (2.10)
[Em,Fn] =
min(n,m)∑
r=1
Pr(h)Fn−rEm−r, (2.11)
EmEn = EnEm = 0, FmFn = FnFm = 0, [K, h] = 0, (2.12)
[h,Em] = (m+
1
2
)Em, [h,Fn] = −(n+ 12)Fn, (2.13)
where Pr(h) are polynomials in h obtained from the usual sℓ(2) relation [e
m, fn] =
∑min(n,m)
r=1 Pr(h)f
n−r
e
m−r,
and we assume that
∑0
r=1 f(r) = 0.
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The algebra Uoddq sℓ(2) has the PBW basis EnFmh
k
K
l, with n,m, k ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ l ≤ 3. The positive
Borel subalgebra is generated by h, K and En while the negative subalgebra – by h, K and Fn, for
n ≥ 0.
Remark 2.4.2. There is an injective homomorphism Uoddq sℓ(2) → Uqsℓ(2) of associative algebras
defined as
Em 7→ emE K
2 + 1
2
, Fn 7→ fnF K
2 + 1
2
, m, n ≥ 0. (2.14)
This homomorphism together with expressions (2.8) and (2.9) defines by restriction a representation
of Uoddq sℓ(2) on the space HN which we also denote by ρgℓ. The representation ρgℓ of Uoddq sℓ(2) is
given in [1] in terms of the fermionic operators fj and f
†
j .
We next recall the result [1] about the centralizer of the JTL2L(0).
Theorem 2.4.3. [1] Fix q = i and let Z be the subalgebra in ρgℓ
(
Uqsℓ(2)
)
generated by Uoddq sℓ(2)
and fL, eL. On the alternating periodic gℓ(1|1) spin chain H2L, the centralizer ZJTL of the image
of the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra πgℓ
(
JTL2L(0)
)
is the associative algebra Z, where πgℓ is defined
in (2.5).
We rely below on the representation theory of the JTLN -centralizer ZJTL to study the decompo-
sition of the periodic spin-chain into indecomposable JTLN -modules. The question of what replaces
the appealing bi-module structure known to exist in the open case when one turns to periodic systems
is the subject of the following three sections.
3 Representation theory of the centralizer ZJTL
We now briefly describe the representation theory of ZJTL (which coincides up to trivial details due
to the extra fL, eL with the representation theory of Uoddq sℓ(2)). We begin with recalling the de-
composition of the spin-chain H2L over Uqsℓ(2) and then we describe all simple subquotients over
ZJTL occuring in the decomposition. We then use this in studying particular indecomposable modules
constituting blocks in a spin-chain decomposition over the centralizer ZJTL . We give a decomposition
over Uoddq sℓ(2) in Sec. 3.3 and describe spaces of intertwining operators among indecomposable di-
rect summands in the decomposition in Sec. 3.4, where we also give important facts about extensions
(“glueings”) among simple Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules.
3.1 Spin-chain decomposition over Uqsℓ(2)
We first recall the decomposition of H2L over the full quantum group Uqsℓ(2) (which is relevant to the
open case [3]), in the representation ρgℓ defined in (2.8) and (2.9) (we suppress usually the notation
ρgℓ in the text below and write simply E instead of ρgℓ(E), etc.)
HN |Uqsℓ(2) =
L⊕
j=1
(d0j )⊠ P1,j , N = 2L, (3.1)
where multiplicities d0j =
∑L
i=j(−1)j−i
(( N
L+i
)− ( NL+i+1)) are dimensions of irreducibles over TL2L(0).
The indecomposable direct summands P1,j in the decomposition are projective covers of simple modules
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X1,j which are introduced in App. B with the Uqsℓ(2)-action given in (B1) (a module X1,j has a trivial
action of E, F, and K, while it is a j-dimensional simple sℓ(2)-module.) We recall the subquotient
structure of P1,n is then
(3.2)
with the Uqsℓ(2)-action explicitly described in App. B which is the particular case q = i of [17]. In
the diagram (3.2), we assume X1,0 ≡ 0.
3.2 Simple modules over Uoddq sℓ(2)
We now describe simple modules over Uoddq sℓ(2) occurring in the spin-chain decomposition. Using
Rem. 2.4.2, we consider the restriction to the subalgebra Uoddq sℓ(2) in a simple Uqsℓ(2)-module X1,r.
The action (B1) on X1,r where the generators E and F act trivially, and thus En and Fm do the same,
proves that the restriction decomposes onto one-dimensional subspaces
X1,r|Uoddq sℓ(2) =
r−1⊕
n=1−r
Xn,
where we introduced the notation Xn for simple modules over U
odd
q sℓ(2). These one-dimensional
modules are parametrized by the weight n with respect to the Cartan generator 2h = Sz.
With the use of the decomposition (3.1) and (3.2), we conclude that all the simple modules over
Uoddq sℓ(2) that occur as subquotients in the spin-chain H2L are the one-dimensional modules Xn
parametrized by the weight n, where n is an integer number in the interval −L ≤ n ≤ L.
The only difference in the representation theory of ZJTL when compared to U
odd
q sℓ(2) is due to
the two additional generators fL and eL which map the two JTLN -invariants (at S
z = ±L) of the
spin-chain H2L onto each other. Simple modules over ZJTL are the same Xn for −L+ 1 ≤ n ≤ L− 1
(since eL and fL act then trivially) and we use the same notation for them. The Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules
X±L are combined by the action of e
L and fL into a two-dimensional simple module over ZJTL which
we also denote as XL (to avoiding confusion we explicitly indicate the corresponding algebra in our
decompositions). In what follows, we will contend ourselves by studying modules over Uoddq sℓ(2).
Modules over ZJTL are easily recovered, and the distinction is not relevant for our purposes.
Remark 3.2.1. There are also simple Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules of dimension 2r with the action given by
the restriction on the 2r-dimensional Uqsℓ(2)-modules X2,r, with r ≥ 1, described in [17]. We do not
give details because these modules do not appear in our spin-chains.
3.3 Spin-chain decomposition over Uoddq sℓ(2)
We now introduce indecomposable Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules Tn which are used then in the decomposition of
HN . With the use of the algebra homomorphism (2.14), we define the modules Tn as the restriction
of the projective Uqsℓ(2)-modules P1,n described above in Sec. 3.1. Using the homomorphism (2.14)
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Figure 3: The decomposition of the spin-chain (N = 8) over Uoddq sℓ(2) into four indecomposable
modules Tn with the multiplicities (d
0
n), 1 ≤ n ≤ 4. Each node in the middle level of Tn has ingoing
arrows only of one type (either south-west or south-east) and outgoing ones of the opposite type.
together with the action in P1,n from App. B, one easily shows that all Tn, with 1 ≤ n ≤ L, are
indecomposable Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules with dimension 4n.
As an example, for the restriction of the projective module P1,2 covering the doublet representation,
we have the following diagrams of subquotient structure
where the horizontal arrow means the restriction to the subalgebra Uoddq sℓ(2), and the diagram on
the right depicts the subquotient structure for T2. The two-dimensional top subquotient X1,2 in P1,2
is split into two one-dimensional top subquotients X±1 in T2, and the arrows are split in such a way
that short south-west arrows, say mapping from X1 to X2, and south-east ones denote the action of
E ≡ E0 and F ≡ F0, respectively, while the long south-west, say mapping from X−1 to X2, and south-
east arrows denote the action of E1 and F1, respectively. Due to (2.12) and the fermionic relations
E
2
0 = F
2
0 = 0, it follows that a node in the middle of the diagram, say the left X0, has ingoing arrows
of either south-west or south-east direction and outgoing arrows of opposite direction.
We next study the decomposition of the representation ρgℓ of U
odd
q sℓ(2) in HN . To help the reader,
we begin with an example for N = 8 (or L = 4). The decomposition is given in Fig. 3, where the
multiplicities d0n are given by the same expression as the one after (3.1) for the open case, because the
restriction in each P1,n is an indecomposable module over U
odd
q sℓ(2) as we noted before. For N = 8
11
Xn−1
• . . .
X
n−2k′−1
• . . .
X
2l′−n+1
• . . .
X−n+1
•
Xn
• . . .
Xn−2k
•
Xn−2k
• . . .
X2l−n
•
X2l−n
• . . .
X−n
•
Xn−1
• . . .
X
n−2k′−1
• . . .
X
2l′−n+1
• . . .
X−n+1
•
Figure 4: Subquotient structure of the Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules Tn, where n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n − 1,
1 ≤ k′, l′ ≤ n − 2. Each simple subquotient Xk appears once in the top and bottom parts of the
diagram, and each Xk, with −n < k < n and k − n = 0mod 2, appears twice in the middle. A south-
west arrow from Xm to Xn, i.e., when n > m, represents the generator E(n−m−1)/2 while a south-east
arrow with n < m corresponds to the action of F(m−n−1)/2.
one finds (d01) = (14)
′, (d02) = (14), (d
0
3) = (6), and (d
0
4) = (1). These numbers must be dimensions of
simple modules over JTLN , a fact we will discuss more below (these dimensions turn out to coincide
with those of the simples in the open case, a peculiarity of this value of q = i). We note that a south-
west arrow mapping from a subquotient Xm to Xn, i.e., n > m, represents an action of the raising
generator E(n−m−1)/2 while a south-east arrow mapping from a subquotient Xm to Xn, i.e., n < m,
represents an action of the lowering generator F(m−n−1)/2. We also note that all subquotients of Tn in
the middle level (those Xk that satisfy k−n = 0 mod 2) are divided into two classes – one having only
south-west ingoing and south-east outgoing arrows, and the other has having only south-east ingoing
and south-west outgoing arrows. In Fig. 3, we thus have for T4 that the left-most subquotient X2 which
is in the image of F0 is mapped by E0 to the X3 in the bottom, while all generators Fn represented
by south-east arrows act as zero on it, and, in contrast, the right-most node X2 is sent to zero by E0
while it is mapped to three subquotients corresponding to the targets of the three south-east arrows.
In general, restricting the open chain decomposition (3.1) on Uoddq sℓ(2) and because the restriction
in each P1,n is an indecomposable module over U
odd
q sℓ(2) as we noted before, we thus have the following
decomposition over Uoddq sℓ(2)
HN |Uoddq sℓ(2) =
L⊕
n=1
(d0n)⊠ Tn (3.3)
with the subquotient structure for Tn, with n ≥ 2, given in Fig. 4. We note that each node in the
middle level of each Tn has ingoing arrows only of one type (either south-west or south-east) and
outgoing ones of the opposite type. This trivially follows from the relation (2.12) and the restriction
on the subalgebra Uoddq sℓ(2) using formulas in App. B. With the use of the homomorphism (2.14), the
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formulas give an explicit action of En and Fm, with n,m ≥ 0, in the basis used in App. B. We only note
again that a south-west arrow mapping from a subquotient Xm to Xn, i.e., when n > m, represents
an action of the raising generator E(n−m−1)/2 while a south-east arrow with n < m corresponds to
F(m−n−1)/2.
The space H2L being considered as a module over the centralizer ZJTL has the same decomposi-
tion (3.3) with the only difference in the subquotient structure for T±L. The two nodes X±L in Fig. 3
(for L = 4) and Fig. 4 are mixed by the action of fL and eL into one simple subquotient over ZJTL .
Finally, we note that the full dimension of the gℓ(1|1) spin chain is recovered via
L∑
n=1
4n d0n = 4× 22L−2 = 22L (3.4)
in agreement with the dimension of the Tn being equal to 4n. The same formula would represent the
dimension of the gℓ(1|1) Hilbert space in the open case, 4n now being the dimension of projective
modules of the centralizer given by the full quantum group Uqsℓ(2). These are replaced here by
modules over Uoddq sℓ(2).
In the rest of this section and in the next section, we describe our rather technical results (ho-
momorphisms between direct summands Tn and the structure of JTL standard modules) which are
used then in an analysis of the spin-chain decomposition over the JTL algebra. The reader can skip
the rest of this section and the next section in first reading and go over directly to Sec. 5 where the
decomposition over JTLN is described.
3.4 Spaces of intertwining operators
We now describe all intertwining operators respecting the Uoddq sℓ(2) action on the spin-chain by study-
ing homomorphisms among the indecomposable direct summands Tn in the decomposition (3.3) for
each even N . We begin with basic information about first extension groups for a pair of simple mod-
ules. Then, we introduce Weyl-type modules that allow us to describe images and kernels of all the
homomorphisms between Tn.
3.4.1 Extensions for Uoddq sℓ(2)
We study possible extensions between simple Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules in order to construct indecomposable
modules in what follows, and begin our description of the extensions by introducing some standard
notations and definitions.
Let A and C be left Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules. We call a short exact sequence 0→ A→ B → C → 0 an
extension of C by A, and we let Ext1
Uoddq sℓ(2)
(C,A) denote the set of equivalence classes (see, e.g., [18]) of
such extensions. Qualitatively, the extension group Ext1(C,A) is the vector space of possible glueings
between modules A and C into an indecomposable module B containing a submodule isomorphic to
A and having at the top the subquotient C.
First extensions can be analyzed in principle by simply using the defining relations from Def. 2.4.1.
While this task is difficult in general, our problem is rather easy because the modules Xn are one
dimensional. Therefore, when asking how the action of Uoddq sℓ(2) on Xn can be modified by glueing
Xm to it, the relations (2.13) in particular (recall that h has the eigenvalue n/2 on Xn) show that there
is only possible one generator that can do it – it is E(m−n−1)/2 if m > n, and F(n−m−1)/2 if n > m.
The following result then easily follows.
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Proposition 3.4.2. For −L ≤ n,m ≤ L, there are vector-space isomorphisms
Ext1
Uoddq sℓ(2)
(Xn,Xm) ∼=
{
C, n+m = 1 mod 2,
0, otherwise.
All other first extensions between simple modules in the category of finite-dimensional Uoddq sℓ(2)-
modules vanish (see Rem. 3.2.1 and results on extension groups in [17].)
Using the relations, see also [1],
[F0, e
L] = LK−1EL−1, [E0, f
L] = LK−1FL−1
in the centralizer ZJTL and similar ones for En and Fn, we obtain the same result as in Prop. 3.4.2
on the first extension groups for simple modules over ZJTL . The only difference is in the range
−L+ 1 ≤ n,m ≤ L, and the module XL is two-dimensional, see the comment above Rem. 3.2.1.
3.4.3 Indecomposable and Weyl modules
Let now N+q denote the positive subalgebra in U
odd
q sℓ(2) generated by En, for n ≥ 0, and N−q denote
the negative subalgebra generated by Fn, with n ≥ 0; let also B+q denote the positive Borel subalgebra
generated by h, K and En, for n ≥ 0, and B−q denote the negative Borel subalgebra generated by h, K
and Fn, with n ≥ 0.
Using information about first-extension groups in Prop. 3.4.2, we construct two series of inde-
composable Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules as extensions of two semi-simple modules. The first series consists of
modules denoted by B
(m)
n , where n −m = 0 mod 2 and n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 2, with trivial action of the
positive subalgebra N+q and the subquotient structure
(3.5)
The second series consists of modules R
(m)
n with trivial action of the negative subalgebra N−q and the
subquotient structure
(3.6)
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Here, representatives from Ext1
Uoddq sℓ(2)
(Xl,Xl′) are depicted by a south-west arrow if l
′ > l and a
south-east arrow if l′ < l (dash lines are used just for clarity). We note that the source and the target
of an arrow uniquely define the generator represented by the arrow. The generators Ek of the positive
subalgebra are represented in (3.6) by south-west arrows mapping from a node Xl to Xl′ whenever
(l′ − l − 1)/2 = k, and the action of Fk from the negative subalgebra is given in (3.5) by south-east
arrows mapping from a node Xl to Xl′ whenever (l
′ − l + 1)/2 = −k.
The modules (B
(n+2)
n ) B
(n)
n and (R
(n+2)
n ) R
(n)
n play the role of the (contragredient) Weyl modules
over Uqsℓ(2). Recall that Weyl modules over Uqsℓ(2) are obtained as limits of irreducible modules
from generic value of q to a root of unity value [20]. In more details, the modules B
(n)
n ⊕ X−n and
R
(n)
n ⊕ Xn are restrictions of the Weyl module of dimension 2n + 1 to the negative and positive Borel
subalgebras B−q and B
+
q of U
odd
q sℓ(2), respectively. It is straightforward to check with the use of
the defining relations (2.10)-(2.13) that these restrictions are Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules as well. Similarly,
B
(n+2)
n ⊕ Xn+1 and R(n+2)n ⊕ X−n−1 are restrictions of the contragredient Weyl Uqsℓ(2)-module of
dimension 2n + 3. We show below that these “Weyl” Uoddq sℓ(2)-modules are building blocks of the
spin-chain – indecomposable direct summands are glueings of a pair of these modules – like the Weyl
modules over Uqsℓ(2) do in the open case.
Using (3.5) and (3.6), we find the following filtrations of the B
(m)
n and R
(m)
n modules.
0 = B
(m)
−m+4 ⊂ B(m)−m+2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ B(m)n−4 ⊂ B(m)n−2 ⊂ B(m)n , (3.7)
0 = R
(m)
−m+4 ⊂ R(m)−m+2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ R(m)n−4 ⊂ R(m)n−2 ⊂ R(m)n , (3.8)
where for each pair of neighbour terms B
(m)
k /B
(m)
k−2 is isomorphic to an indecomposable module with
the subquotient structure Xk → Xk−1, and R(m)k /R
(m)
k−2 is isomorphic to X−k → X−k+1.
An obvious and important property of the filtrations (3.7) and (3.8) is the constant value of
the superscript index (m) in their terms. The B
(m)
n and R
(m)
n modules do not contain submodules
isomorphic to B
(m′)
n′ and R
(m′)
n′ , respectively, for any n
′ and m′ < m, as well as any of submodules in
B
(m′)
n′ and R
(m′)
n′ . We call this property of the B
(m)
n and R
(m)
n modules the constant-m property, which
will be used below.
As was observed above in Sec. 3.3, all subquotients of Tn in the middle level (those Xk satisfying
k − n = 0 mod 2) are divided into two classes – one having only south-west ingoing and south-east
outgoing arrows, and the other having only south-east ingoing and south-west outgoing arrows. Fol-
lowing this division, we therefore can construct a Tn module as an extension of the modules introduced
in (3.5) and (3.6) in the following two ways
Tn
∼=
B
(n+1)
n−1
B
(n)
n
∼=
R
(n+1)
n−1
R
(n)
n
(3.9)
where the south-west and south-east arrows depict the action of the positive and negative subalgebras
N+q and N
−
q , respectively. This construction of direct summands in the spin-chain decomposition is
similar to what happens in the open case, where a P1,n module is an extension of a pair of Weyl
modules over Uqsℓ(2).
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In order to study the decomposition over JTLN we now describe all intertwining operators respect-
ing the Uoddq sℓ(2) action on the spin-chain. Using the decomposition (3.3), it is enough to describe all
homomorphisms among the indecomposable direct summands Tn.
Theorem 3.4.4. For n,m ∈ N, we have the equalities
dimHomUoddq sℓ(2)(Tn,Tm) =

2, m = n± 1,
min(n,m) + δn,m, m− n = 0 mod 2,
0, otherwise.
(3.10)
The two-dimensional space in the case m = n+ 1 is spanned by homomorphisms f±n,n+1 with images
im(f+n,n+1)
∼= R(n+1)n−1 , im(f−n,n+1) ∼= B(n+1)n−1 ,
while the case m = n− 1 corresponds to maps f±n,n−1 ∈ Hom(Tn,Tn−1) with images
im(f+n,n−1)
∼= R(n−1)n−1 , im(f−n,n−1) ∼= B(n−1)n−1 .
In the case m−n = 0 mod 2, the Hom-space is spanned by homomorphisms with semisimple images.
Proof. We first describe the space HomUoddq (Tn,Tm) when n − m = 0 mod 2. The subquotient
structure of Tn in Fig. 4 makes evident that the only non-trivial intertwining operators from Tn
to Tm, with n − m = 0 mod 2 and n 6= m, are homomorphisms with images isomorphic to semi-
simple submodules in Tm. The corresponding Hom space is spanned by homomorphisms with images
isomorphic to Xk, with k − n = 0 mod 2 and 1−min(n,m) ≤ k ≤ min(n,m)− 1. In the case n = m
we have one more homomorphism given by identity.
Second, it is crucial to note that, for n 6= m, non-trivial homomorphisms with images being an
indecomposable but reducible submodule are only between Tn and Tn±1. Indeed, all homomorphisms
between Tn and Tn±(2k+1), for k > 0, are trivial. To show this, assume that there exists a non-trivial
homomorphism Tn → Tn±(2k+1). Then, at least one of the top subquotients Xk, with −n + 1 ≤
k ≤ n − 1, should cover one of the subquotients Xk in the middle level of Tn±(2k+1) but the latter
subquotient has an outgoing arrow to Xn+2k or X−n−2k, see Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 in particular. Meanwhile,
the two last subquotients are not present in Tn. Therefore, any homomorphism from Tn to Tn±(2k+1)
if k > 0 is trivial. Similar type of arguments shows that any homomorphism from Tn±(2k+1) to Tn if
k > 0 is trivial as well.
We next describe explicitly homomorphisms between Tn and Tn±1. As follows from (3.9) there
are at least two independent homomorphisms beween Tn and Tn±1 – of “positive/south-west” and
“negative/south-east” types. A homomorphism Tn → Tn+1 of the positive type has its kernel isomor-
phic to R
(n)
n and its image is the submodule R
(n+1)
n−1 ⊂ Tn+1, where we use (3.9) and the filtration (3.8);
the negative-type homomorphism Tn → Tn+1 has its image isomorphic to B(n+1)n−1 ⊂ Tn+1, where we
use (3.7). To describe the two homomorphisms Tn → Tn−1, we only note that their kernels are gener-
ated by R
(n)
n and the subquotient Xn – for the positive-type homomorphisms, – and by B
(n)
n together
with the subquotient X−n – for the negative-type. The images of the last two homomorphisms are
isomorphic to R
(n−1)
n−1 and B
(n−1)
n−1 , respectively.
Finally, assuming that there exists one more homomorphism from Tn to Tn+1 linearly independent
with the two ones just constructed we should necessarily consider one of the top subquotients of Tn
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in the kernel of the assumed homomorphism. Then, this implies that an image of the homomorphism
should be a submodule in B
(m)
n−1 or R
(m)
n−1, with m < n + 1, and at the same time this image should
be a submodule in B
(n+1)
n+1 or R
(n+1)
n+1 from Tn+1, see (3.9). This property contradicts the constant-m
property of the B
(n+1)
n+1 and R
(n+1)
n+1 modules introduced after (3.8). Similarly, one can show that there
are only two linearly independent homomorphisms from Tn to Tn−1. These statements finish the
proof.
4 The standard modules over JTLN
4.1 Generalities
We now go back for a little while to the case of the full affine Temperley–Lieb algebra T aN (m). Set
m = q + q−1. For generic q (not a root of unity), the irreducible representations we shall need are
parametrized by two numbers. In terms of diagrams, the first is the number of through-lines, which
we denote by 2j, j = 0, 1, . . . , L, connecting the inner boundary of the annulus with 2j sites and the
outer boundary with 2L sites; the 2j sites on the inner boundary we call free or non-contractible.
For example, the diagrams and correspond to L = 2 and j = 1, where as usual we
identify the left and right sides of the framing rectangles, so the diagrams live on the annulus. The
action of the algebra T aN (m) is defined in a natural way on these diagrams, by joining their outer
boundary to an inner boundary of a diagram from T aN (m), and removing the interior sites. As usual, a
closed contractible loop is replaced by m. Whenever the affine diagram thus obtained has a number of
through lines less than 2j, the action is zero. For a given non-zero value of j, it is possible in this action
to cyclically permute the free sites: this gives rise to the introduction of a pseudomomentum K (not
to be confused with the quantum group generator). Whenever 2j through-lines wind counterclockwise
around the annulus l times, we unwind them at the price of a factor e2ijlK ; similarly, for clockwise
winding, the phase is e−i2jlK [7, 8]2. This action gives rise to a generically irreducible module, which we
denote by Wj,e2iK . Note that we used a parametrization such that different pairs (j, e
2iK ) correspond
to non-isomorphic modules over the even-rank subalgebra ON (m) ⊂ T aN (m) introduced in Sec. 2.1. In
the parametrization (t, z) chosen in [5], this corresponds to t = 2j and the twist parameter z2 = e2iK .
The dimensions of these modules Wj,e2iK over T
a
2L(m) are then given by
dˆj =
(
2L
L+ j
)
, j > 0. (4.1)
Note that the numbers do not depend on K (but representations with different eiK are not isomorphic).
These generically irreducible modules Wj,e2iK are known also as standard (or cell) T
a
N (m)-modules [5].
Keeping q generic, degeneracies in the standard modules appear whenever
e2iK = q2j+2k, k is a strictly positive integer. (4.2)
2A more pedantic definition due to [5] is the relation
µ = µ′ ◦ unj ≡ e
iKn
µ
′
,
where µ is an affine diagram with 2j through lines, uj is the translational operator acted on through lines by shifting a
free site by one, and µ′ is so-called standard diagram which has no through lines winding the annulus.
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The representation Wj,q2j+2k then becomes reducible, and contains a submodule isomorphic toWj+k,q2j
that we set to zero whenever j + k > L. The quotient is generically irreducible, with dimension
dˆj − dˆj+k. The degeneracy (4.2) is well-known [8, 5] 3. When q is a root of unity, there are infinitely
many solutions to the equation (4.2), leading to a complex pattern of degeneracies to which we turn
below.
The case j = 0 is a bit special. There is no pseudomomentum, but representations are still charac-
terized by another parameter, related with the weight given to non contractible loops. Parametrizing
this weight as z + z−1, the corresponding standard module of T a2L(m) is denoted W0,z2 and it has
dimension given by (4.1) for j = 0.
We now specialize to the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra JTLN (m) defined in Sec. 2.1. In this
case, the rule that winding through-lines can simply be unwound means that the pseudomomentum
must satisfy jK ≡ 0 mod π [12]. All possible values of the parameter z2 = e2iK are thus j-th roots of
unity (z2j = 1, [10]). The kernel of the homomorphism ψ in (2.4) (and the ideal in T aN (m) generated
by uN − 1, in particular) acts trivially on these modules if j > 0. In what follows, we will thus use
the same notation Wj,z2, with j > 0, for the standard JTLN (m)-modules. We note that two standard
JTLN -modules having only different signs in the z parameter are isomorphic.
If j = 0, requiring the weight of the non contractible loops to be m as well leads to the T aN (m)-
module W0,q2 which is reducible even for generic q – it contains a submodule isomorphic to W1,1.
Meanwhile, on the standard module W0,q2 the kernel of the homomorphism ψ is non-trivial: the
standard module over JTLN (m) for j = 0 is obtained precisely by taking the quotient W0,q2/W1,1
as in [5]. This module is now simple for generic q, has the dimension
(2L
L
) − ( 2LL−1) and is denoted
by W0,q2 .
In what follows we use the representation theory [5] of T aN in order to describe the subquotient
structure of JTLN -standard modules. For this it is convenient to use a variant of JTLN , which is
also embedded in T aN (m). This variant (dubbed here “augmented”) is the finite-dimensional algebra
JTL
(au)
N (m), isomorphic to JTLN (m) except for the ideal without through-lines. In this ideal, the
algebra JTL
(au)
N (m) differs from JTLN (m) in that connections within the points on the inner or outer
annulus, which are topologically different are treated as different. Recall that in JTLN (m), diagrams
in the ideal with no through lines can be chosen to be planar (they can be drawn in a box without
crossings), and are in bijection with ordinary TLN -diagrams. This distinction leads to the standard
JTL
(au)
N -module W0,q2 of dimension
(2L
L
)
.
Several results can easily be established following [5] when q = i, to which we restrict for now. We
note that the dimension of the sector of value Sz = j or Sz = −j (including j = 0) in the spin chain
coincides with the dimension dˆj of the standard module Wj,e2iK over the augmented algebra JTL
(au)
N .
For q = i, these spin-chain sectors provide highly reducible representations of the Jones–Temperley–
Lieb algebra JTLN closely related (but non-isomorphic) to the standard modules. By the discussion of
the correspondence [1] between the XX and the gℓ(1|1) spin-chains, we see that these representations
occur at pseudomomentum satisfying e2iK = (−1)j+1. Before describing indecomposables appearing
in the spin-chain we first discuss more the standard ones with this value of the pseudomomentum.
3Note that the twist term in [19], which was denoted there q2t, reads in these notations as e2iK . It corresponds to
z2 in the Graham–Lehrer work [5], and to the parameter x in the work of Martin–Saleur [8]. The case where k = 1 is
special, and related with braid translation of the blob algebra theory. We note that in the JTLN case, 2j through-lines
going around the cylinder pick up a phase ei2jK = 1. In [8], this corresponds to αh = x
h = 1.
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(d0j+1)+ (d
0
j+1)−
(d0j+2)+ (d
0
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. . . . . .
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0
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0
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0
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0
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. . . . . .
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0
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Figure 5: The structure of the standard modules Wj,(−1)j+1 with 2j > 0 through lines at q = i. We
set Lj,(−1)j+1 ≡ (d0j ). The module on the left is over T aN and on the right is the restriction to the
subalgebra JTL
(au)
N . The twist parameter z = ±
√
(−1)k+1 for each node (d0k)± is assumed.
4.2 The standard modules at q = i
We first describe modules over the algebra T aN , containing the generator u. The structure of the
standard T aN -modules at q = i can be inferred from [5]. For a standard module Wj,(−1)j+1 with 2j > 0
through lines, we deduce the subquotient structure using two Graham–Lehrer’s theorems, Thm. 3.4
and proof of Thm. 5.1 in [5]. A crucial fact is that the space of homomorphisms
HomTa
N
(Wj,(−1)j+1 ,Wj−1,(−1)j )
∼= C, 1 ≤ j ≤ L. (4.3)
between the standard T aN -modules is one-dimensional and the homomorphisms are injective. The
dimensions of simple modules Lj,(−1)j+1 happen to be the same as those in the open case, and given
by
d̂0j,(−1)j+1 = d
0
j =
∑
j′≥j
(−1)j′−jdj′ with dj =
(
2L
L+ j
)
−
(
2L
L+ j + 1
)
.
One can show the equivalent formula
d̂0j,(−1)j+1 =
(
2L− 2
L− j
)
−
(
2L− 2
L− j − 2
)
.
Our final result for the standard T aN -modules is given on the left side of Figs. 5 and 6 where each
node corresponds to a simple subquotient. In the case j = 0, we have no top subquotient because
d00 = 0. We denote the dimension of a simple subquotient Lk,(−1)k+1 in the round brackets (with
the twist parameter z = ±
√
(−1)k+1 for each node (d0k)±, with j ≤ k ≤ L, to be assumed). For
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(d01)+ (d
0
1)−
(d02)+ (d
0
2)−
(d03)+ (d
0
3)−
. . . . . .
(d0L−1)+ (d
0
L−1)−
(d0L)+ (d
0
L)−
(d01) (d
0
1)
(d02) (d
0
2)
(d03)
⊕
(d03)
. . . . . .
(d0L−1) (d
0
L−1)
(d0L) (d
0
L)
Figure 6: The structure of the standard T aN -module W0,−1 at q = i is on the left side, while the
corresponding standard JTL
(au)
N -module W0,−1 (but not over JTLN ) is given on the right side. In
the latter case, we show the decomposition on standard TLN -modules using black and red arrows.
Nodes connected by black arrows constitute a standard module over TLN while red arrows indicate
the action of the last generator eN that mixes the direct summands over TLN .
simplicity, we use in what follows the round-brackets notation for simple subquotients. We will also
denote the Graham–Lehrer’s parameter z = ±
√
z2 by the subscript ± distinguishing non-isomorphic
simple T aN -subquotients. Restricting to the subalgebra JTL
(au)
N , subquotients (d
0
k)± are isomorphic
and we discard the subscripts.
We now turn to the description of standard modules over the subalgebra JTL
(au)
N .
Proposition 4.2.1. The subquotient structures for the standard JTLN -modules Wj,(−1)j+1, with j > 0,
and for the standard JTL
(au)
N -module W0,−1 are given on the right in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
Proof. The proof consists of two parts 1. and 2. The first one considers the case j = 0 and it is then
used in 2. to deduce the structure for j > 0.
1. For the standard JTL
(au)
N -module W0,−1 without through lines, the subquotient structure
degenerates into a direct sum of two non-isomorphic indecomposable modules each consisting of affine
diagrams of even or odd rank [5]. These two summands are of chain type and presented on the right
diagram of Fig. 6. Black arrows represent the action of the subalgebra TLN – open Temperley–Lieb
algebra – generated by ej , with 1 ≤ j ≤ N −1, and red arrows indicate the action of the last generator
eN that mixes the direct summands over TLN . The left direct summand over JTLN is spanned by
affine diagrams µ of even rank 0 ≤ |µ| ≤ L, the right summand – by odd-rank diagrams. This picture
easily follows from the filtration [5] of W0,−1 by the standard TLN -modules.
We note next that the translation operator u (ueku
−1 = ek+1) mixes even affine diagrams with odd
ones. The corresponding standard module for j = 0 with respect to the bigger algebra T aN containing
the element u has the subquotient structure given in Fig. 6 on the left side. By selecting a node
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further down in the ladder, and truncating all that is at its level or above, one can obtain as well the
structure of all the other standard modules over T aN presented on the left side in Fig. 5, using (4.3) and
injectivity of the homomorphisms. We recall that the subscript ± distinguishes non-isomorphic T aN -
irreducibles, and that there are actually two standard T aN -modules, with the top (d
0
j )±, corresponding
to the notation Wj,(−1)j+1 .
2. Restricting to JTL
(au)
N , the simple modules (d
0
j )+ and (d
0
j )− as well as their standard modules
are isomorphic as modules over JTL
(au)
N and we thus have the isomorphism of vector spaces
Hom
JTL
(au)
N
(Wj,(−1)j+1 ,Wj−1,(−1)j )
∼= C2, 1 ≤ j ≤ L. (4.4)
Using this isomorphism, we now show that the “diagonal” arrows connecting the left and right strands
in T aN -modules are absent in the corresponding JTL
(au)
N -modules, i.e., they represent actually the
action of the ideal in T aN generated by the element u. We begin with studying homomorphisms from
W1,1 to W0,−1. We recall that the last module is a direct sum of two indecomposables each consisting
of affine diagrams of even or odd rank as in Fig. 6 on the right side, and each having the same top
(d01) as the W1,1. Therefore, a basis in (4.4) for j = 1 can be chosen as two homomorphisms with the
image isomorphic to the left or right direct summand in W0,−1 in Fig. 6. This means the kernel of any
of these homomorphisms contains either the submodule (d02) → (d03) → . . . – the chain starting with
the red arrow – or the one starting with the black arrow. The kernels are submodules over JTL
(au)
N
and we thus can choose a basis in W1,1 such as there are no arrows (with respect to the action of
JTL
(au)
N ) mixing these submodules. We proceed in the same way for j > 1. This finally gives the
diagrams for the modules Wj,(−1)j+1 over JTL
(au)
N in Fig. 5 on the right. In these diagrams, we could
also indicate the action of eN by red arrows connecting standard TLN -modules in a decomposition
over the subalgebra generated by ej , with 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, as in Fig. 6: the diagrams in such a basis
would contain some “diagonal” arrows connecting the left and right strands in Wj,(−1)j+1 .
By the definition of JTL
(au)
N algebra given above in Sec. 4.1, the JTLN -modulesWj,(−1)j+1 for j > 0
have the same subquotient structure as in the right diagram in Fig. 5. This finishes the proof.
We finally give some explicit examples.
Example 4.2.2. For L = 3 or N = 6, we have the following diagrams for the subquotient structure
of the standard T aN -modules Wj,(−1)j+1 :
j = 2
(4)±
dim=1−−−−−→
(1)+ (1)−
j = 1
(5)±
dim=1−−−−−→
(4)+ (4)−
(1)+ (1)−
j = 0
(5)+ (5)−
(4)+ (4)−
(1)+ (1)−
where we also indicated the injective homomorphisms. We also show the dimension of the spaces of
homomorphisms between the standard T aN -modules in the figure.
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The diagrams for subquotient structure of the modules Wj,(−1)j+1 over JTL
(au)
N are
j = 2
(4)
dim=2−−−−−→
(1) (1)
j = 1
(5)
dim=2−−−−−→
(4) (4)
(1) (1)
j = 0
(5) (5)
(4)
⊕
(4)
(1) (1)
where we also show the filtration [5] of the standatd JTL
(au)
N -modules by the standard TLN -modules
and the red arrows represent the action of the generator e6. They are the same diagrams as in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 but truncated for L = 3. The leftmost diagram is for the sector with 2j = 4 through lines
(dˆ2 = 6), the central one is spanned by affine diagrams with 2 through lines (dˆ1 = 15), and the right
most diagram has no through lines (j = 0, dˆ0 = 20). The two invariants in W0,−1 are given explicitly
by
inv1 =
3∑
j=1
u2j
(
−
)
inv2 = u
(
inv1
)
,
where we use the notation for diagrams on an annulus introduced at the beginning of Sec. 4.1. The
two T aN -invariants (1)± on the diagram above are spanned by inv1 ± inv2, respectively.
5 The spin-chain decomposition over JTLN
It turns out that the structure of the modules present in the gℓ(1|1) spin chain is closely related to the
standard modules discussed above. First, we give some results about extensions between (“glueings”
of) simple modules and give explicit examples. Then, we construct “zig-zag” indecomposable JTLN -
modules that play the role of the standard modules for TLN in the spin-chain decomposition, i.e.,
indecomposable direct summands over JTLN in the spin-chain are gluings of two such zig-zag modules.
Finally, we use these modules to describe the subquotient structure of spin-chain modules over JTLN
and obtain finally the bimodule structure over the pair
(
JTLN , U
odd
q sℓ(2)
)
.
5.1 Extensions between simple JTLN-modules
We formulate now an important lemma which will be used in what follows.
Lemma 5.1.1. The dimension of the group of first extensions between simple JTLN (0)-modules
Ln,(−1)n+1 and Lm,(−1)m+1 , for n = m± 1, is not less than 2.
Proof. Assume that the dimension is less than 2, i.e., dimExt1
JTLN
(
Ln,(−1)n+1 ,Ln±1,(−1)n
)
= 1 (it is
obviously not zero). We take then the standard module Wj,(−1)j+1 , which is reducible but indecom-
posable as it was shown in Prop. 4.2.1, and consider its quotient by a submodule generated from both
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subquotients (d0j+2), or Lj+2,(−1)j+1 , see the right part of Fig. 5. This quotient is still a reducible but
indecomposable module with the subquotient structure
(d0j )
(d0j+1) (d
0
j+1)
On the other hand, using our assumption about the first extension groups we can choose a basis
in the direct sum (d0j+1) ⊕ (d0j+1) such that the resulting module has a decomposition onto a di-
rect sum (d0j+1) ⊕ (d0j ) → (d0j+1) of an irreducible module and an indecomposable one. This prop-
erty contradicts the fact the the module is indecomposable. We therefore obtain that dimension of
Ext1
JTLN
(
Ln,(−1)n+1 ,Lm,(−1)m+1
)
, for m = n + 1, is not less than 2. Similarly, we can prove the
statement for m = n − 1. We take a conjugate module W∗j,(−1)j+1 , which is the space of linear maps
Wj,(−1)j+1 → C with the JTL action given by af(·) = f(a∗·), where the anti-involution ·∗ on the JTL
algebra corresponds to reflecting the diagram (for an element a) in a horizontal line. The conjugate
module has all arrows inverted when compared with the diagram for the original module. We then
consider a submodule with two subquotients (d0j+1) and one (d
0
j ) in W
∗
j,(−1)j+1
and repeat the previous
steps using the assumption on the one-dimensionality of the first extensions. This last step finishes
our proof.
In what follows, we use a notation for basis elements denoted by x± and y± that span a two-
dimensional subspace in the first extension groups Ext1
JTLN
(
Ln,(−1)n+1 ,Ln±1,(−1)n
)
from Lem. 5.1.1.
The basis element x± is chosen to represent an extension corresponding to the action of the open
Temperley–Lieb subalgebra TLN generated by ej , with 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, and it is depicted by an arrow
connecting two simple subquotients Ln,(−1)n+1 and Ln±1,(−1)n . The second extension y± corresponds
to the action of the subalgebra uTLNu
−1 ⊂ JTLN isomorphic to TLN and containing the generator
eN and it is depicted by a second arrow connecting the same pair of subquotients as in the diagram
Ln,(−1)n+1
βx−
αy
−
γx+
δy+
Ln−1,(−1)n Ln−1,(−1)n Ln+1,(−1)n Ln+1,(−1)n
(5.1)
where the coefficients α, β, γ, δ ∈ C, and we set L0,−1 ≡ 0. We note that different elements in the
intersection of the two subalgebras TLN and uTLNu
−1 can actually map to different linear combi-
nations of the simple submodules; this is not shown explicitly on the diagram. The existence of two
different extensions of this type was actually announced in the previous section – we refer the reader
to our discussion in the proof of Prop. 4.2.1 where arrows of two different types/colors correspond
to the action of the two different subalgebras on the right part of Fig. 6. In the proof, we give a
decomposition of standard JTLN -modules on standard modules over the subalgebra TLN generated
by ej , with 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, and show the action of eN ∈ uTLNu−1 connecting the direct summands.
Taking all possible quotients of the module in (5.1) by a submodule isomorphic to the direct sum
Ln−1,(−1)n ⊕ Ln+1,(−1)n , we obtain a family of indecomposable JTLN -modules with the subquotient
structure
Ln−1,(−1)n Ln,(−1)n+1
(δ:γ)y+
x+
(α:β)y
−
x−
Ln+1,(−1)n (5.2)
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and parametrized by two points x0 = α : β and y0 = δ : γ on a complex projective line, x0, y0 ∈ CP1.
These modules are denoted by M
(1)
n (x0, y0) and they will appear below in spin-chain decompositions.
To simplify notations, we will use below only single arrows with specified parameters on them. Before
going to the decomposition, we first give an example at N = 4 where parameters on CP1 appear.
5.1.2 Example for N = 4
The decomposition of the full spin-chain for N = 4 sites with respect to the JTLN action is given by
the direct sum, where we set for simple subquotients L1,1 = (2) and L2,−1 = (1),
(1) (2)
1:0 0:1
(1)
(1) ⊕ (2)
1:i
⊕ (1)
1:0
(1)
0:1
⊕ (2)
1:(−i)
⊕ (1)
(1) (2) (1)
where the left-most direct summand is at Sz = 2, the second is at Sz = 1, etc., see also a general
decomposition in (5.4) below. The only isomorphic modules are the two invariants depicted by (1)
and mapped to each other by e2 and f2. The two modules at Sz = ±1 are non-isomorphic – they differ
by the points on CP1 indicated as (1 : ±i) on the lower parts of their diagrams; in other words, the
arrow from (2) to (1) in the sector Sz = 1, on the left side, corresponds to the extension x+ + iy+
while the submodule (2) → (1) at Sz = −1 corresponds to the extension x+ − iy+. The basis
extensions x+ and y+ are introduced before (5.1) and here they simply mean that e1 maps from the
two-dimensional subquotient (2) to the one-dimensional (1) with the coefficient 1 in an appropriate
basis in the submodule (1) while e3 maps with the coefficient ±i, in the same basis of course.
5.2 Spin-chain modules over JTLN
We now recall the decomposition of HN over the TLN , the open case [3].
HN |TLN =
L⊕
j=1
Pj ⊠ X1,j ⊕WL ⊠ X1,L+1, (5.3)
with “multiplicities” X1,j in front of indecomposable direct summands Pj being simple j-dimensional
modules over Uqsℓ(2) defined in (B1). We use the notations Pj and Wj for projective and standard
TLN -modules, respectively. The standard module WL is the trivial representation (1); the standard
modules with 1 ≤ j < L have structure of simple subquotients as Wj : (d0j ) → (d0j+1), and W0 is the
simple module (d01). The projectives Pj are self-conjugate and described by the diagram Wj →Wj−1.
In general in the periodic case, the JTLN action commutes with S
z = 2h and we have thus a
decomposition of the full spin-chain over JTLN on N = 2L sites as
HN |JTLN =
L−1⊕
j=−L+1
P̂j ⊠ Xj ⊕WL,(−1)L−1 ⊠ XL, (5.4)
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where P̂j denotes a unique module in the sector S
z = j which we call the spin-chain JTLN -module,
and Xj is the one-dimensional and XL is the two-dimensional simple ZJTL-module (the representa-
tion theory of the centralizer ZJTL is described in Sec. 3). We show below the the modue P̂j is
indecomposable. We also set P̂L ≡WL,(−1)L−1 in what follows.
The subquotient structure of the spin-chain JTLN -modules P̂j will be obtained using the cen-
tralizing property with the ZJTL algebra which is essentially the representation ρgℓ of U
odd
q sℓ(2).
The decomposition of the spin-chain over Uoddq sℓ(2) together with the subquotient structure of each
indecomposable summand Tn is given in (3.3).
In a double-centralizing situation, it would be sufficient to use Thm. 3.4.4 describing all intertwining
operators between indecomposable Tn and Tm modules over the JTL-centralizer to reconstruct all
arrows for the subquotient structure depicting the JTLN action. The double centralizing property
is obvious in the semisimple case but it is not evident for the representation we consider here. We
show below that the centralizer of ZJTL is actually a larger algebra containing the representation πgℓ
of JTLN . Our strategy thus requires a technical modification of the ideas described in Sec. 2.3, where
the double-centralizing property was assumed for simplicity of the general discussion, and consists
of the following steps. First, we propose a subquotient structure for the spin-chain JTLN -modules
P̂j ; we study all homomorphisms between these modules and identify the corresponding intertwining
operators with PBW basis elements of Uoddq sℓ(2) given in Def. 2.4.1 that are represented faithfully.
At this step, we will only have a sufficient condition on the module structure to have the centralizer
ZJTL . To show that the subquotient structure indeed corresponds to the JTLN action, we then carry
out a subsequent analysis involving fermionic expressions for generators of πgℓ
(
JTLN
)
computed in [1]
and Thm. 3.4.4 giving a subquotient structure for HN as a module over the centralizer of ZJTL .
Before going to the decomposition for any even N , we first discuss the case N = 8, to give the
reader more experience with modules and arrows.
5.2.1 Decomposition for N = 8
Following the strategy described above and using the decomposition over Uoddq sℓ(2) for N = 8 sketched
in Fig. 3, we find the decomposition of the full spin-chain over JTL8: it is the direct sum (5.4) with
each indecomposable summand P̂j given from left to right corresponding to the decreasing value of
−4 ≤ j ≤ 4 in the sum
(5.5)
and we have set L1,1 = (14)
′, L2,−1 = (14), L3,1 = (6), and L4,−1 = (1) indicating dimensions of simple
subquotents in the round brackets. In the diagrams, we introduced arrows of two types as in Fig. 6 –
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black arrows show the action of the subalgebra TLN ⊂ JTLN generated by ej, 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 (this
fixes a basis in each sector Sz, up to a basis in each TLN -summand), and red arrows show the action
of the last generator eN that mixes the direct summands over TLN (the eN can act non-trivially also
along the black arrows in such a basis); ignoring the red arrows gives a decomposition over TLN for
each sector with −3 ≤ Sz ≤ 3 which is obtained from (5.3) by restricting to a given value of Sz. We
depict the arrows without their projective-line parameters introduced in Sec. 5.1 for brevity.
We describe now intertwining operators respecting the subquotient structure proposed in (5.5).
We note first that the only isomorphic modules in (5.5) are the two invariants depicted by (1) and
connected by the action of e4 and f4, otherwise we would have an intertwining operator that does not
belong ZJTL . From the relations (2.13) and the PBW basis given in Def. 2.4.1, we see that each space
HomJTLN (P̂j , P̂k) should be one-dimensional whenever j − k = 1mod 2, and spanned by F(j−k−1)/2 if
j > k (and E(k−j−1)/2, if j < k), times appropriate polynomial in h projecting onto P̂j . We denote the
corresponding projector by pj(h), and it is defined as
pj(h) =
n=N/2∏
n=−N/2;n 6=j
(2h− n). (5.6)
In order to see the corresponding homomorphisms between the direct summands in (5.5), we
consider the case j = 0 (the right diagram) and k = 1 (the left one)
(1) (14)
(6)
y
−
a
(6)
y+
b
(14)′
c
(1) (14)
⊕
(6)y+
a′
b′
y
−
(14)′
y′+
c′
(1) (1) (14)
y0
(14)
x0
(6) (14)′
where we mark arrows by corresponding representatives from the first-extensions groups for JTLN ,
see Lem. 5.1.1 and the discussion below the lemma (we do not suppose that extensions marked by
first latin letters, like a, are linear combinations of x+ and y+ introduced in Sec. 5.1, and use only
the lower bound stated in Lem 5.1.1.) The homomorphism mapping the right diagram (k = 0) to
the left one (j = 1) corresponds to E p0(h) and has the image isomorphic to a submodule with the
subquotient structure (1) ← (6) → (14) ← (14)′ where the subquotient (6) is in a linear combination
of the pair of (6)’s in the left diagram. The kernel of the homomorphism is generated from a linear
combination of the two (1)’s and a linear combination of the two (14)’s in the right diagram. The
linear combinations can in principle be computed using the decomposition over TLN and Uqsℓ(2),
and the action in projective Uqsℓ(2)-modules from App. B but we do not need it. What we get are
linear relations among the extensions a′ = αa + γy+ and b
′ = βb + δy−, and similarly for c
′, where
α, β, γ, δ are some complex numbers. We see also that there are no more homomorphisms from the
right diagram to the left: an image isomorphic to (1) ← (6) is not possible because y− and b in the
left diagram are linearly independent, an image isomorphic to (1) ← (6) → (14) is not possible too
because this would require the top (14)′ in the right diagram to be in the kernel and both (14) to
be in the kernel too. A similar analysis can be carried out for all other pairs (j, k), showing that the
decomposition (5.5) has an algebra of intertwining operators isomorphic to ZJTL indeed.
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So far, we have only shown that a sufficient condition for the module structure to have the central-
izer ZJTL holds. We cannot have more arrows in the diagrams, see a general discussion after Thm. 5.5.
Next, we show that removing at least one red arrow in the decomposition (5.5) results in an enlarged
endomorphism algebra. Indeed, let us suppose that the arrow connecting the top (d01) = (14)
′ with
(d02) = (14) and marked by y
′
+ in the right diagram, for S
z = 0, is absent. We note the self-conjugacy
(e†j = ej) of the JTLN -representation πgℓ in (2.5) which implies that P̂
∗
0
∼= P̂0. Therefore, another
arrow mapping from the same subquotient (d02) to (d
0
1) in the bottom should be also absent. This
means, there exists an extra homomorphism from Sz = 0 to Sz = 1 with the image (1)← (6)→ (14)
because in this case we can take the top (d01) to be in the kernel and we can still embed the top
(d03) = (6) into a linear combination of the two (d
0
3)’s in the middle level of the left diagram due to
the linear relation between b′, b, and y− stated above. The extra homomorphism is not from ZJTL
and we thus get a contradiction with Thm. 2.4.3. We could similarly suppose that there is the arrow
marked by y− in the left diagram is absent, and the arrow from the top (d
0
2) to (d
0
3) should be thus
absent too. Then, the extra homomorphism from Sz = 0 to Sz = 1 does not exist in general but we
get an extra homomorphism from Sz = 1 to Sz = 2 which is also not from ZJTL. The analysis can be
repeated for any direct summand in the decomposition (5.5).
So far, we considered consequences of absence of arrows from a top (d0j ) to (d
0
j+1). To see what
happens if we suppose the absence of an arrow mapping a top (d0j ) to (d
0
j−1) requires a still more
delicate analysis of the extensions. Let us suppose that the arrow connecting the top (d03) = (6) with
(d02) = (14) and marked by y− in the right diagram, for S
z = 0, is absent. We also mark the right-most
arrow from the top (d03) to the right node (d
0
2) in the diagram for S
z = 2 (it is the third summand
in (5.5)) by a corresponding extension d. Then, mapping by F0 = F the module P̂0 to P̂−1, and by
F1 the P̂2 to P̂−1, we get that b
′ is proportional to the d because the two operators map the two top
(d03)’s to the same linear combination of two (d
0
3)’s in the middle level of P̂−1. On the other hand,
mapping P̂2 to P̂1 by F and P̂0 to P̂1 by E, we get that the two extensions b
′ and d should be linearly
independent, hence a contradiction. This can only be solved by the presence of the arrow marked by
y− in the diagram for P̂0.
We finally conclude that JTLN action mixes the direct summands over TLN in each sector into
one indecomposable module in the way described just above and in (5.5).
5.3 The spin-chain decomposition over JTLN : the general case
We now give the spin-chain decomposition over JTLN for any even number of sites N . Following the
examples given above, we see that JTLN action mixes all the projective modules over the subalgebra
TLN in each subspace with S
z = j into one indecomposable module P̂j. Using the decomposition (5.3)
over the TLN subalgebra, we propose the subquotient structure for P̂0 given in Fig. 7 for L = 0mod 2
(2L = N), and we set as usual Lj,(−1)j−1 = (d
0
j ). Here, again as in the example for N = 8, we see that
removing all red arrows gives the decomposition over the open Temperley–Lieb TLN ⊂ JTLN into a
direct sum of its projective and trivial modules.
We note that the diagram for P̂0 can be depicted in a more familiar way as a module with the
“two-strands” subquotient structure (of “Feigin–Fuchs” type) presented on the left of Fig. 8, where
we do not use colors and it is supposed that arrows connecting isomorphic subquotients correspond to
linearly independent extensions.
For any sector with non-zero j = Sz, we propose similarly the subquotient structure for P̂j given
Figure 7: The subquotient structure for the JTLN -module P̂0 corresponding to the sector S
z = 0 and
L = 0mod 2. For odd L, P̂0 is obtained by changing L→ L+ 1 and then removing nodes (d0L+1).
(d01) (d
0
1)
(d02) (d
0
2)
(d03) (d
0
3)
(d04) (d
0
4)
(d0|j|)
(d0|j|+1) (d
0
|j|+1)
(d0|j|+2) (d
0
|j|+2)
(d0|j|+3) (d
0
|j|+3)
(d0|j|+4) (d
0
|j|+4)
Figure 8: The two-strands structure of the spin-chain JTLN -modules P̂j for j = 0 on the left and j 6= 0
on the right side. The towers are ended by a pair of (d0L). We do not show red arrows (corresponding
to eN action) used in Fig. 7 but they can be easily recovered using the decomposition over TLN .
in Fig. 8, on the right. The tower for P̂0 has a trivial top subquotient because (d
0
0) = 0 and is cut
at the L-th level, i.e., it ends with the pair of (d0L). Other towers have a top, and also end with the
pair of (d0L). We note that the two simple subquotients at each level of the ladders are isomorphic.
The Hamiltonian H from (2.7) acts by Jordan blocks of rank 2 on each pair of isomorphic simple
subquotients with one at the top (having only outgoing arrows) and the second subquotient in the
socle of the module (having only ingoing arrows). The Jordan block structure is due to presence of
zero fermionic modes in the Hamiltonian as observed in [1].
It is important to note that modules P̂j and P̂−j are not isomorphic, otherwise we would have
an intertwining operator not from ZJTL, – the only isomorphic ones are the trivials P̂−L ∼= P̂L = (1)
connected by the action of fL and eL from ZJTL . For each −L + 1 < j < L − 1, the module P̂j is
fully described by a sequence of parameters {xi} on a complex projective line, xi ∈ CP1, which were
introduced after (5.2) and mentioned also in 5.1.2 for a particular case. We leave this characterization
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Mn−1(. . . ) :
(d0n)
y1x1
(d0n+2)
y2x2
(d0n+4)
y3x3
. . . (d0L−1)
ykxk
(d0n−1) (d
0
n+1) (d
0
n+3) . . . (d
0
L)
Nn−1(. . . ) :
(d0n)
y0
x0
(d0n+2)
y1
x1
(d0n+4)
y2
x2
. . .
yk−1
(d0L)
xk
(d0n−1) (d
0
n+1) (d
0
n+3) . . . (d
0
L−1)
Figure 9: For even L, the indecomposable “zig-zag” JTLN -modulesMn−1(x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk) at the top,
with odd n, and Nn−1(x0, y0, . . . , xk) at the bottom, with even n, k = (L−n¯)/2, and n¯ = n−(nmod 2).
Each single arrow stands for a doubled arrow as introduced in (5.2) and is characterized by a point on
a complex projective line, xi, yi ∈ CP1.
for future work. We only note that in a faithful representation, say, in a direct sum of all projective JTL
modules or its tilting modules such parameters would not appear (as the indecomposable projective
and tilting modules are uniquely characterized by their subquotient structure, up to an isomorphism)
but in a non-faithful representation we know such parameters might appear because of the two (or
higher) dimensionality of the first extension groups, see the discussion in Sec. 5.1. The question about
these parameters is actually related to question of how the spin-chain modules are obtained by taking
particular quotients of projective JTLN -modules. The indecomposable modules we encounter are
particular quotients of a direct sum of projective covers over JTLN . To cover a module P̂j, one should
take the direct sum ⊕L−1k=j Projk of projective covers Projk for each simple JTLN -module Lk,(−1)k+1 .
5.4 The indecomposable “zig-zag” modules
Before describing all homomorphisms between P̂j and P̂k, with −L ≤ j, k ≤ L, we introduce in-
decomposable modules of “zig-zag” shape. For simplicity, we consider only the case of even L (or
N = 0 mod 4); the odd L case is quite similar. For a positive odd n, let k = (L − n + 1)/2. Then,
taking a quotient of the direct sum M
(1)
n (x1, y1) ⊕M(1)n+2(x2, y2) ⊕ · · · ⊕M(1)L−1(xk, yk) of the JTLN -
modules introduced in (5.2) by a submodule Ln+1,(−1)n⊕Ln+3,(−1)n⊕· · ·⊕LL−2,(−1)n we get a family of
JTLN -modules Mn−1(x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk), where xi, yi ∈ CP1. This family is thus parametrized by the
set {xi, yi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ∈ CP1×· · ·×CP1 and sketched at the top of Fig. 9, where we set (d0n) ≡ Ln,(−1)n+1
as usual and (d0L+1) ≡ 0. We define similarly a family of JTLN -modules Nn−1(x0, y0, . . . , xk) sketched
at the bottom of Fig. 9, with even n and k = (L − n)/2. In what follows, we also use the modules
M
∗
n−1(x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk) and N
∗
n−1(x0, y0, . . . , xk) with all arrows reversed.
The spin-chain module P̂0 is an extension/glueing N
∗
1(. . . ) → N1(. . . ) of two modules of the N-
type, where appropriate parameters stand in the round brackets. As we said before, to determine
the parameters is out of the scope of the paper and we will thus use the notation without specifying
them explicitly. We only note that a canonical way to specify the submodule N1(. . . ) in P̂0 is to take
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the kernel of the quantum-group generator F in P̂0; we remind that (the representation (2.9) of) F
belongs to the JTLN -centralizer ZJTL on the spin-chain and therefore its kernel is a JTLN -module.
That the kernel of F is isomorphic to a N1 module (with appropriate parameters) easily follows from
the decompositions over Uqsℓ(2) in (3.1) and over TLN in (5.3) restricted to S
z = 0 and the explicit
action of Uqsℓ(2) given in App. B.
The JTLN -modules P̂j, for j 6= 0, proposed on the right side of Fig. 8 can be also obtained as an
extension of two modules N|j|(. . . ) and M|j|+1(. . . ), for odd j, with the first one being a subquotient
and the second a submodule of P̂j, and similarly for the even-j case. For any j, using again the
decompositions (3.1) and (5.3) restricted to the supbspace with Sz = ±j and the Uqsℓ(2)-action from
App. B, we obtain the following short exact sequences of JTLN -modules
0 → N1(. . . ) → P̂0 → N∗1(. . . ) → 0, (5.7)
0 → M|j|+1(. . . ) → P̂j → N|j|(. . . ) → 0, j − odd, (5.8)
0 → N|j|+1(. . . ) → P̂j → M|j|(. . . ) → 0, j − even, (5.9)
where we define the submodules M|j|+1(. . . ) and N|j|+1(. . . ) as the kernels of the quantum-group
generator F on P̂j, for j > 0, and the kernels of E, for j < 0, for odd and even j, respectively. The
projective-line parameters in the round brackets of all modules in (5.7)-(5.9) are thus uniquely fixed.
Using the self-conjugacy (e†j = ej , with 1 ≤ j ≤ N) of the JTLN -representation πgℓ in (2.5) which
implies that P̂∗j
∼= P̂j , we obtain the dual short exact sequences of JTLN -modules
0 → N∗|j|(. . . ) → P̂j → M∗|j|+1(. . . ) → 0, j − odd, (5.10)
0 → M∗|j|(. . . ) → P̂j → N∗|j|+1(. . . ) → 0, j − even, (5.11)
where the submodules N∗|j|(. . . ) and M
∗
|j|(. . . ) are now defined as the kernels of the quantum-group
generator E on P̂j , for j > 0, and the kernels of F, for j < 0, for odd and even j, respectively. Then,
parameters in the round brackets in (5.10)-(5.11) are also uniquely fixed.
We next use the zig-zag modules described above and the short exact sequences in description of
all homomorphisms between the spin-chain JTLN -modules proposed above.
Theorem 5.5. For −L ≤ j, k ≤ L, the space of homomorphisms between P̂j and P̂k has the dimension
dimHom(P̂j , P̂k) =
{
1, j − k = 1 mod 2,
1
2
(
L−max(|j|, |k|) + jmod 2)+ δj,k, j − k = 0 mod 2, (5.12)
and the one-dimensional space in the case j − k = 1 mod 2 is given by the map fj,k ∈ Hom(P̂j , P̂k)
with its image
im(fj,k) ∼=

N|j|(. . . ), j − odd and |j| > |k|,
M
∗
|k|(. . . ), j − odd and |j| < |k|,
M|j|(. . . ), j − even and |j| > |k|,
N
∗
|k|(. . . ), j − even and |j| < |k|,
(5.13)
with appropriate parameters from CP1 in the round brackets.
In the case j−k = 0 mod 2, the Hom-space is spanned by homomorphisms with semisimple images.
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We give only an idea of the proof. The case j−k is even is obvious and follows from the subquotient
structure of P̂j given in Fig. 8: a basis in the space Hom(P̂j , P̂k) can be chosen as the homomorphisms
having the images isomorphic to Lj,(−1)j+1 .
The case j − k odd can be analyzed by taking a concatenation of the short exact sequences (5.7)-
(5.11) with the mappings F and E. The result of such concatenation are two cochain complexes with
the differentials F and E (we recall that F2 = E2 = 0)
0→ P̂L F−→ P̂L−1 F−→ . . . F−→ P̂j+1 F−→ P̂j F−→ P̂j−1 F−→ . . . F−→ P̂−L → 0, (5.14)
0→ P̂−L E−→ P̂−L+1 E−→ . . . E−→ P̂j−1 E−→ P̂j E−→ P̂j+1 E−→ . . . E−→ P̂L → 0, (5.15)
which have trivial cohomologies, i.e., they are long exact sequences. The images (and therefore the
kernels) of these differentials are the zig-zag JTLN -modules described in (5.7)-(5.11). This proves ex-
istence of the homomorphisms fj,j±1 with the properties (5.13) in the case j−k = ±1. Existence for all
other cases is proven by taking into account the commutation of JTLN with operators Fn and Em from
the representation ρgℓ of U
odd
q sℓ(2). To compute their images, we first recall the decompositions (3.1)
and (5.3) over Uqsℓ(2) and TLN , respectively, restricted to the subspaces with ρgℓ(h) = j/2 and
ρgℓ(h) = k/2. These subspaces are mapped to each other by the generators F(j−k−1)/2 and E(j−k−1)/2.
Then, the isomorphisms (5.13) are obtained using the explicit Uqsℓ(2)-action on the direct summands
(given in App. B) and the homomorphism of algebras from Rem. 2.4.2. For example, the image of
F(j−k−1)/2 in the subspace with ρgℓ(h) = k/2 is isomorphic to the JTLN -module N|j|(. . . ), when j > k
and j is odd, etc.
Recall then that each module P̂j is a glueing of two zig-zag modules (5.7)–(5.11), e.g., for j odd
it has N|j|(. . . ) as its subquotient and M|j|+1(. . . ) as its submodule. To prove that there are no
other homomorphisms (up to an overall rescaling) between P̂j and P̂k, with j− k an odd number, it is
sufficient to consider filtrations of the zig-zag submodules/subquotients in P̂j and P̂k by their (smaller)
zig-zag submodules/subquotients, i.e., by those with higher sub-index, see Fig. 9 where the smaller zig-
zag submodules are easily identified. For example, we have a filtration · · · ⊂Mj+1(. . . ) ⊂Mj−1(. . . ).
Any homomorphism should obviously respect the filtrations. Then, using the subquotient structure
for P̂j proposed in Fig. 8 and assuming existence of a homomorphism with a kernel non-isomorphic to
the kernel of fj,k constructed just above we readily see that such a homomorphism does not respect the
filtrations, thus a contradiction. Care should be taken for a pair of arrows connecting isomorphic pair
of subquotients – these arrows correspond to linearly independent elements from the first extension
groups in Lem. 5.1.1.
5.6 Intertwiners and the PBW basis
We now identify all the homomorphisms from the space EndJTLN (HN ) =
⊕L
j,k=−LHom(P̂j , P̂k) with
the PBW basis elements in Uoddq sℓ(2) that are represented faithfully on the spin-chain. For j − k an
odd number and for each fj,k ∈ Hom(P̂j , P̂k) described in Thm. 5.5, we have the equalities (by the
construction of fj,k in the proof of Thm. 5.5)
fj,k = ρgℓ
(
F(j−k−1)/2 pj(h)
)
, for j > k, (5.16)
fj,k = ρgℓ
(
E(k−j−1)/2 pj(h)
)
, for j < k, (5.17)
where projectors pj onto P̂j are polynomials in h introduced in (5.6). The homomorphisms fj,k in the
case j − k an even number are identified with ρgℓ(pj(h)) if j = k and otherwise with composites of
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the generators Fn and Em, times the projector pj(h). Proceeding then by counting basis elements (a
simple calculation) in the image of Uoddq sℓ(2) on the spin-chain one would obtain that the operators
constructed exhaust the PBW basis in the image of Uoddq sℓ(2).
We thus have shown that a sufficient condition on the module structure in Fig. 8 to have the
centralizer ZJTL holds. To show that the subquotient structure indeed corresponds to the JTLN
action, we do a further and final analysis.
5.7 Final analysis
To finish our exposition of the proof that the proposed subquotient structure for P̂j is correct, we
describe next the subquotient structure for P̂j considered as a module over the centralizer of ZJTL
which is isomorphic by the definition to the algebra EndZJTL (HN ). The centralizer obviously contains
πgℓ
(
JTLN
)
as a subalgebra. The opposite inclusion is not true, as we show now.
The subquotient structure can be obtained using intertwining operators respecting ZJTL action.
These are described in Thm. 3.4.4. The only difference from the diagrams for JTLN in Fig. 8 is that
there are additional (“long’) arrows mapping a top subquotient (d0j ) (having only outgoing arrows)
to (d0k) in the socle (having only ingoing arrows) whenver |j − k| ≥ 4 is an even number. We note
that these long arrows are not composites of any short arrows mapping from the top to the middle
level, and from the middle to the socle; this distinguishing property appears only at N ≥ 10. It
turns out that JTLN generators correspond only to these short arrows and not to the long ones, and
therefore there is no element from JTLN represented by a long arrow. This can be shown using a
direct calculation with fermionic expressions for ej and u
2 (see (3.9) and (3.12) in our first paper [1])
in a basis of root vectors of the Hamiltonian H from (2.7). Indeed, the expression for ej is a bilinear
combination of 2(N − 1) generators of a Clifford algebra. Half of them (N − 2 creation modes χ†p>0
and ηp>0 in notations of [1], Sec. 4) generates the bottom level – the intersection of the kernels of F
and E in HN – from the vacuum state Ω, and also the top level from one cyclic vector ω which is
involved with Ω into a Jordan cell for H. Among the Clifford algebra generators, there are two – zero
modes η0 and χ
†
0 – proportional to F and EK
−1, respectively. These are the only generators mapping
vectors from the top level to the middle level, and from the middle to the bottom level. We see from
the expression (4.22) in [1] that u2, is also a sum of monomials in the Clifford algebra, none of these
monomials containing the product of the two zero modes. The product maps the top to the bottom
and a monomial containing it could thus correspond to a long arrow. The ej ’s have such a monomial
but it is quadratic, i.e., proportional to the product of the zero modes, and thus commutes with the
JTLN action and maps a top subquotient (d
0
j ) only to the bottom (d
0
j ). The fermionic expression for ej
has also other terms/monomials containing only one of the zero modes and they thus map only by one
level down. We conclude that the action of ej , with 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and u2 cannot correspond to those long
arrows connecting the top and the bottom and which are not composites of short arrows. This proves
that there are no such arrows in diagrams for the subquotient structure of JTLN -modules P̂j . We can
thus conclude that the algebra πgℓ
(
JTLN
)
does not contain the double centralizer EndZJTL (HN ).
Finally, we observe that removing at least one red arrow from the diagrams for P̂0 in Fig. 7 or for
P̂j in Fig. 8 results in an enlarged endomorphism algebra (black arrows should be present due to the
action of the subalgebra TLN .) Indeed, removing a red arrow mapping from a top subquotient (d
0
j ) to
(d0j+1) in the middle we should remove also the red arrow mapping from the same subquotient (d
0
j+1)
to (d0j ) in the bottom because of the self-conjugacy (e
†
j = ej) of the JTLN -representation πgℓ in (2.5)
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(d0j )±
(d0j+1)+ (d
0
j+1)−
(d0j+2)+ (d
0
j+2)−
(d0j+3)+ (d
0
j+3)−
(d0j+4)+ (d
0
j+4)−
(d0j )
(d0j+1) (d
0
j+1)
(d0j+2) (d
0
j+2)
(d0j+3) (d
0
j+3)
(d0j+4) (d
0
j+4)
Figure 10: The structure of the spin chain modules P̂j at q = i (the right one). The thick arrows have
been flipped with respect to the structure of the standard modules on the left side.
which implies that P̂∗j
∼= P̂j . Then, we can repeat the same analysis as in Sec. 5.2.1 for N = 8 and
get an additional intertwining operator not from ZJTL but this contradicts to Thm. 2.4.3. Removing
a red arrow connecting (d0j ) and (d
0
j−1) results eventually in a contradiction to a statement related to
Lem. 5.1.1 in a way very similar to what was stated also in the example for N = 8 in Sec. 5.2.1. We
do not give a proper generalization of the results for N = 8 because of their simplicity. This analysis
finishes our exposition of the proof for the subquotient structure of P̂j modules over JTLN proposed
in Fig. 8.
5.8 Comparison with the standard modules
We finally give a qualitative characterization of the spin-chain modules P̂j in the context of the
standard modules in Fig. 5 discussed in Sec. 4.2. The subquotient structure of the JTLN -modules in
the spin chain is obtained by flipping half the arrows in the standard modules of T aN and ignoring the
subscript ± (distinguishing only non-isomorphic simple T aN -subquotients but not the ones over JTLN ),
as illustrated on Fig. 10. This is similar to what happens when comparing Verma and Feigin–Fuchs
modules over a Virasoro algebra. Note that we do not use here the standard modules for JTLN which
turn out to have no arrows inside the tower on Fig. 5; we believe this latter feature is a peculiarity of
the case q = i.
6 Bimodule structure in the closed gℓ(1|1) spin-chains
In this short section, we find the subquotient structure of the bimodules H2L over the pair of the two
commuting algebras centralizing each other both in the periodic and antiperiodic gℓ(1|1) spin-chains.
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6.1 Bimodule over JTLN and ZJTL
We use the spin-chain decomposition (5.4) over JTLN described in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3 and the inter-
twining operators from Thm. 5.5 to study the structure of the bimodule HN over the two algebras
JTLN and ZJTL .
One way to describe the bimodule H2L is to consider the cochain complexes (5.14) and (5.15) with
the differentials F and E. The images (and the kernels) of these differentials and of the generators
Fn and Em are the zig-zag JTLN -modules described in Sec. 5.4 and Thm. 5.5, with the use of the
identifications (5.16) and (5.17). The centralizer ZJTL then acts on each of these complexes in a
“long-range” way mapping terms with Sz = j to ones with Sz = k and with the only condition that
|j − k| = 1mod 2.
We finally give the diagram describing the subquotient structure of the bimodule H2L over the
pair (JTLN ,ZJTL). The two commuting actions are presented in Fig. 11 where we show a direct sum
of the spin-chain modules P̂j over JTLN . The direct sum is depicted as a (horizontal) sequence of
diagrams for P̂j from j = −L on the left to j = L on the right. Each node in the diagram is a simple
subquotient over the product JTLN ⊠ U
odd
q sℓ(2). The action of JTLN is depicted by vertical arrows
while the action of Uoddq sℓ(2) is shown by dotted horizontal lines connecting different JTLN -modules.
We note that the JTLN -modules P̂j in Fig. 11 are drawn in opposite direction “from bottom to top”
comparing to diagrams in Fig. 8.
In the diagram, the first (horizontal) layer at the bottom contains four nodes, which are simple
JTLN -modules (d
0
1), and dotted arrows mixing them describe the indecomposable U
odd
q sℓ(2)-module
T1. The second layer contains eight nodes of type (d
0
2) and the dotted arrows contribute to the
indecomposable module T2 presented on Fig. 3 in the front of (d
0
2), etc. We emphasize that we do
not draw long-range arrows representing action of the generators F>0 and E>0 in modules Tn>1 in
order to simplify diagrams but the arrows can be easily recovered using either the homomorphisms of
JTLN -modules described above in Thm. 5.5 or the subquotient structure of Tn described in 3.3 – for
example, the second layer of the bimodule contains in addition four long arrows going from the node
⋄ at j = ∓1 to the node • at j = ±2, and from the node • at j = ±2 to the node ♦ at j = ∓1. With
this comment about arrows in mind, the reader can compare he complexity of this bimodule with the
open-case bimodule in Fig. 2.
6.2 The bimodule in the twisted case
We recall [1] that the twisted or antiperiodic version of the gℓ(1|1) spin chain is obtained by setting
f
(†)
2L+1 = −f (†)1 (compare with the conditions (2.6) for the periodic case). We then obtain from (2.5) a
different expression for e2L,
e2L = (f2L − f1)(f †2L − f †1),
which does not provide a representation of the JTLN algebra any longer. It still does provide of the
even affine Temperley–Lieb algebra ON introduced in Sec. 2.1, see also (2.4). We recall that in the
diagrammatic language the JTLN algebra corresponds to a quotient of ON , where a non-contractible
loop on a cylinder is replaced by the numerical factorm = 0, while the antiperiodic boundary conditions
now require a quotient of ON , where non-contractible loops are given the weight 2 (the dimension of
the fundamental or its dual, instead of the superdimension). We also have the relation uN = (−1)j
which is satisfied in the sector with 2j through-lines and which means that we impose the condition
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JTLN
Uoddq sℓ(2)
1 320−1−2−3
Figure 11: Bimodule over the pair (JTLN , U
odd
q sℓ(2)) of commuting algebras. The action of JTLN
is depicted by vertical arrows while the action of Uoddq sℓ(2) is shown by dotted horizontal lines. Each
label j in the horizontal axis corresponds to the sector for Sz and the label runs from −L on the left
to j = L on the right. Each vertical tower above a label j is the diagram for P̂j. The first horizontal
layer at the bottom contains four nodes (d01) and dotted arrows mixing them compose the U
odd
q sℓ(2)-
module T1. The second layer contains eight nodes (d
0
2) and the dotted arrows depict the action in
the indecomposable module T2 presented on Fig. 3 in the front of (d
0
2), etc. We suppress long-range
arrows representing action of the generators F>0 and E>0 in order to simplify diagrams. For example,
the second layer of the bimodule contains in addition four long arrows going from the node ⋄ at j = ∓1
to the node • at j = ±2, and from the node • at j = ±2 to the node ♦ at j = ∓1.
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z2j = (−1)j on the z2-parameter in this sector. We will call the corresponding finite-dimensional
algebra JTLtwN . This algebra is related with the twisted or deformed version of the Jones algebra
studied in [10].
We next recall the result [1] about the centralizer of the representation of JTLtw2L. The choice of
an “even” subalgebra in Uqsℓ(2) at generic q, i.e., generated by the renormalized even-powers of the
E and F gives in the limit q→ i the centralizer for (the representation of) JTLtwN on the antiperiodic
spin-chain — the usual U(sℓ(2)) generated by the e and f.
Theorem 6.2.1. [1] On the alternating antiperiodic gℓ(1|1) spin chain, the centralizer of the image
of the representation of the algebra JTLtwN is the associative algebra ρgℓ(Usℓ(2)).
We then describe the decomposition of the spin-chain over Usℓ(2) and then use it to obtain the
decomposition over JTLtwN . Recall first the decomposition (3.1) of HN over Uqsℓ(2) where each in-
decomposable direct summand P1,j given in (3.2) is decomposed over the Usℓ(2) subalgebra onto the
direct sum 2X1,j ⊕ X1,j−1 ⊕ X1,j+1. We recall that each module X1,j has a trivial action of E, F, and
K while it is the j-dimensional module under Usℓ(2). We can thus easily write a decomposition with
respect to the action of the renormalized powers e and f:
HN |Usℓ(2) =
L+1⊕
j=1
(
2d0j + d
0
j−1 + d
0
j+1
)
X1,j (6.1)
where we set d00 = 0 and d
0
j = 0 for all j > L. The multiplicities in front of X1,j+1, with 0 ≤ j ≤ L,
give dimensions of simple modules over JTLtwN which we denote as Lj,(−1)j (half of them, those
corresponding to even j, are also modules over JTLN and we use the same notation which should not
be a source of confusion). Therefore, we obtain the structure of the bimodule , which is semisimple:
HN |JTLtw
N
⊠Usℓ(2) =
L⊕
j=0
Lj,(−1)j ⊠ X1,j+1 (6.2)
The dimension of Lj,(−1)j is 2d
0
j+1 + d
0
j + d
0
j+2 and is computed using the binomial expression d
0
j =∑L
i=j(−1)j−i
((
N
L+i
)− ( NL+i+1)) with the result
dimLj,(−1)j =
(
N
L+ j
)
−
(
N
L+ j + 2
)
, 0 ≤ j ≤ L. (6.3)
This agrees with the structure of the standard modules Wj,(−1)j over JTL
tw
N that can be deduced
from [5]. The subquotient structure is now of chain type, and thus simpler than for Wj,(−1)j+1 JTLN -
modules, which are of the two-strands type described in Sec. 4.2:
Wj,(−1)j : Lj,(−1)j −→ Lj+2,(−1)j −→ Lj+4,(−1)j −→ . . . (6.4)
Recal that dimWj,z2 =
( N
L+j
)
. Then, the dimensions (6.3) correspond to single subtractions in accor-
dance with the subquotient structure (6.4).
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7 Conclusion
At the end of this technical paper we have thus reached our goal of obtaining the bimodule structure
for the gℓ(1|1) spin chain. While the results are somewhat more complicated than in the open case,
they nevertheless bear a strong similarity with it. This corresponds closely with the fact that bulk and
boundary symplectic fermions theories are deeply related as well. We emphasize that this is a feature
particular to the gℓ(1|1) case, which provides a non faithful representation of the Jones–Temperley–
Lieb algbera. Cases such as gℓ(2|2) would be faithful, and in a certain sense even more complicated,
even though faithfulness would make many technical aspects in fact simpler.
Our next and crucial task is to compare the bimodule over JTLN and U
odd
q sℓ(2) with the known
information about the bulk symplectic fermion theory, and see to what extent the algebraic properties
of the finite spin chain could have been used to infer those of the continuum limit. This will be
discussed in the third paper of this series [4].
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Appendix A: The full quantum group Uqsℓ(2) at roots of unity
We collect here the standard expressions for the quantum group Uqsℓ(2) that we use in the analysis
of symmetries of gℓ(1|1) spin-chains. This appendix is identical to appendix A in our first paper [1],
and reproduced here only for the reader’s convenience. We introduce standard notation for q-numbers
[n] =
qn − q−n
q− q−1
and [n]! = [1][2] . . . [n].
A.1 Defining relations
The full (or Lusztig) quantum group Uqsℓ(2) with q = e
iπ/p, for integer p ≥ 2, is generated by E, F,
and K satisfying the standard relations for the quantum sℓ(2),
KEK
−1 = q2E, KFK−1 = q−2F, [E,F] =
K− K
−1
q− q−1
, (A1)
with the constraints,
E
p = Fp = 0, K2p = 1, (A2)
and additionally by the divided powers f ∼ Fp/[p]! and e ∼ Ep/[p]!, which turn out to satisfy the usual
sℓ(2)-relations:
[h, e] = e, [h, f] = −f, [e, f] = 2h. (A3)
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There are also “mixed” relations
[h,K] = 0, [E, e] = 0, [K, e] = 0, [F, f] = 0, [K, f] = 0, (A4)
[F, e] =
1
[p− 1]!
K
p qK− q
−1
K
−1
q− q−1
E
p−1, [E, f] =
(−1)p+1
[p− 1]!
F
p−1 qK− q
−1
K
−1
q− q−1
, (A5)
[h,E] =
1
2
EA, [h,F] = −1
2
AF, (A6)
where
A =
p−1∑
s=1
(us(q
−s−1)− us(q
s−1))K+ qs−1us(q
s−1)− q−s−1us(q
−s−1)
(qs−1 − q−s−1)us(q−s−1)us(qs−1)
us(K)es (A7)
with the polynomials us(K) =
∏p−1
n=1, n 6=s(K− qs−1−2n), and the es are some central primitive idempo-
tents [17]. The relations (A1)-(A7) are the defining relations of the associative algebra Uqsℓ(2).
The quantum group Uqsℓ(2) has a Hopf-algebra structure with the comultiplication
∆(E) = 1⊗ E+ E⊗ K, ∆(F) = K−1 ⊗ F+ F⊗ 1, ∆(K) = K⊗ K, (A8)
∆(e) = e⊗ 1+ Kp ⊗ e+ 1
[p− 1]!
p−1∑
r=1
qr(p−r)
[r]
K
p
E
p−r ⊗ ErK−r, (A9)
∆(f) = f ⊗ 1+ Kp ⊗ f + (−1)
p
[p− 1]!
p−1∑
s=1
q−s(p−s)
[s]
K
p+s
F
s ⊗ Fp−s. (A10)
The antipode and counit are not used in the paper but the reader can find them, for example, in [17].
We can easily write the (N − 1)-folded coproduct for the capital generators E and F,
∆N−1E =
N∑
j=1
1⊗ . . .⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
⊗E⊗K⊗ . . .⊗K, ∆N−1F =
N∑
j=1
K
−1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ K−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
⊗F⊗1⊗ . . .⊗1. (A11)
A.2 Standard spin-chain notations
We introduced the more usual (in the spin-chain literature [19, 21]4) quantum group generators
S± =
∑
1≤j≤N
q−σ
z
1/2 ⊗ . . . q−σzj−1/2 ⊗ σ±j ⊗ qσ
z
j+1/2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ qσzN/2,
k = qS
z
, with Sz =
1
2
2L∑
j=1
σzj ,
where σ±j and σ
z
j are 2× 2-matrices acting on the jth tensorand as ,
σ+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, σ− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (A12)
The defining relations are then (for q = eiπ/p and integer p ≥ 2)
kS±k−1 = q±1S±,
[
S+, S−
]
=
k2 − k−2
q− q−1
,
(S±)p = 0, k4p = 1,
4We note that our convention for the spin-chain representation differs from the one in [19] by the change q→ q−1.
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and the comultiplication is
∆(S±) = k−1 ⊗ S± + S± ⊗ k, ∆(k±1) = k±1 ⊗ k±1.
We then have the Hopf-algebra homomorphism
E 7→ S+k, F 7→ k−1S−, K 7→ k2
relating the two choices. The antipode and counit formulas can be easily obtained in the spin-chain
notations as well but we do not need them in this paper.
A.2.1 The case of XX spin-chains
For p = 2 or “XX spin-chain” case, the (N − 1)-folded coproduct of the renormalized powers e and f
reads
∆N−1e =
N∑
j=1
1⊗ . . .⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
⊗e⊗ K2 ⊗ . . .⊗ K2+
+ q
N−2∑
t=0
N−1−t∑
j=1
1⊗ . . .⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
⊗E⊗ K⊗ . . .⊗ K︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
⊗EK⊗ K2 ⊗ . . .⊗ K2 (A13)
and
∆N−1f =
N∑
j=1
K
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ K2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
⊗f ⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1+
+ q−1
N−2∑
t=0
N−1−t∑
j=1
K
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ K2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j=1
⊗K−1F⊗ K−1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ K−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
⊗F⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1. (A14)
These renormalized powers can also be expressed in terms of the more usual spin-chain operators, and
one finds at p = 2
∆N−1(e) = qS+(2)k2, ∆N−1(f) = q−1k−2S−(2),
where q = i and
S±(2) =
∑
1≤j<k≤N−1
q−σ
z
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ q−σzj−1 ⊗ σ±j ⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1⊗ σ±k ⊗ qσ
z
k+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ qσzN . (A15)
We also note that the gℓ(1|1) spin-chain representation πgℓ is equivalent [1] to a twisted XX spin
chain representation πXX of JTL2L. The expression of the Temperley–Lieb generators in this case is
well known for the open chain [19],
πXX(ej) ≡ eXXj = −12
[
σxj σ
x
j+1 + σ
y
jσ
y
j+1 − q(σzj − σzj+1)
]
, (A16)
where σx,y,z are Pauli matrices introduced in (A12) and we used σ± = 12
(
σx ± iσy). To get an
equivalence in the closed case we need to set in the expression of e2L the following condition:
σ±2L+1 = −(−1)S
z
σ±1 . (A17)
This means that a periodic gℓ(1|1) (alternating) spin chain corresponds to a periodic XX spin chain
for odd values of Sz and to an antiperiodic XX spin chain for even values of Sz.
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Appendix B: Projective Uqsℓ(2)-modules P1,r
We recall [17] the action of Uqsℓ(2) (for q = i) in projective covers P1,r of simple modules X1,r, where
r is an integer and r ≥ 1. A module X1,r is r-dimensional and spanned by xm, 0 ≤ m ≤ r−1, with 5
E xm = F xm = 0, Kxm = (−1)r−1xm,
h xm =
1
2
(r − 1− 2m)xm, e xm = m(r −m)xm−1, f xm = xm+1,
(B1)
where we set x−1 = xr = 0. For r = 0, we also set X1,0 ≡ 0. The subquotient structure of P1,r is then
given as
P1,r =
X1,r
X1,r−1 X1,r+1
X1,r
(B2)
For r > 1, the projective module P1,r has the basis
{tm, bm}0≤m≤r−1 ∪ {ll}1≤l≤r−1 ∪ {rl}0≤l≤r, (B3)
where {tm}0≤m≤r−1 is the basis corresponding to the top module in (B2), {bm}0≤m≤r−1 to the bottom,
{ll}1≤l≤r−1 to the left, and {rl}0≤l≤r to the right module. For r = 1, the basis does not contain
{ll}1≤l≤r−1 terms and we imply ll ≡ 0 in the action.
We set α(r) = (−1)r−1. The action of Uqsℓ(2) on P1,r is then given by
Ktm = α(r)tm, Kbm = α(r)bm, 0 ≤ m ≤ r − 1,
Kll = −α(r)ll, 1 ≤ l ≤ r − 1,
Krl = −α(r)rl, 0 ≤ l ≤ r,
Etm = α(r)
r −m
r
rm + α(r)
m
r
lm, Ebm = 0, 0 ≤ m ≤ r − 1,
Ell = α(r)(l − r)bl−1, 1 ≤ l ≤ r − 1, (B4)
Erl = α(r)lbl−1, 0 ≤ l ≤ r,
Ftm =
1
r
rm+1 − 1
r
lm+1, Fbm = 0 0 ≤ m ≤ r − 1, (lr ≡ 0),
Fll = bl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r − 1,
Frl = bl, 0 ≤ l ≤ r.
In the basis thus introduced , the sℓ(2)-generators e, f and h act in P1,r as in the direct sum
X1,r ⊕ X1,r−1 ⊕ X1,r+1 ⊕ X1,r with the action defined in (B1).
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